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A, INTRODUCTION
The history of concrete pavements in the United States has
followed the trend of local experience, and the increasing traffic needs
that have developed with the increases of surface motor transportation.
The first concrete pavement, in the United States was constructed
(1.1)
in Be11etontaine, Ohio, in 1891 ,This pavement consisted of plain
concrete blocks, five to six feet square and six inches thick, It is
logical to deduce from the type of construction preve1ant in urban areas
in that period, t~at the prototype of this first concrete pavement wa.s
pavement block construction. Thus .the comparatively small slabs.
Tb,e first major use of concrete for rural roads was in Wayne
County Michigan, in which four miles of highway were constructed in 1909,
a.n additional 20 miles a year later, and then another 40 miles in 1911 (L8) .
The. design of pavements by 1915 h~d taken a radical change from
the original concrete blocks. By this time the pavments of p1a.in concrete
had evolved to continuous ~labs of full road width, t~e only joints being
the daily construction joints, In general, these pavements were constructed
with an 8 inch center thickness similar to the macadam roads of that;
(1.3)
period ,The pavement was conl;3tructed directly over the subgrade, which
was cons truc ted wi tho!.). t thought 0 f compac tion ~ The loads t.hat this t.ype 0 f
pavement were subjected to were 1ight~ and subsequently the qehavior was
quite satisfactory. The crack pattern that mostly developed consisted of
random longitudinal cracks near the center of the pavement, and transverse
cra,cks spaced from 6 to ·30 feet apart. As traffic loads increased, certain
maintenance items became apparent, and of considerable concern, In the
areas of poor subgrade soil conditions, the major maintenance problems were
the result of pa.vem~nt breaks at the edges, and at the junctu.re of the
longitudinal and transver~e cracks. In addition to the corner and edge
breaks, there existed a great tJFndency for the joints to fault, disturb-
ing the riding qualities and accentuating the tendency for breaking and
spauling.
To alleviate the above problems of the e.arlier con.tinuous
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plain slabs, the design of pavements was modified to a uniform thickness,
usually 8 inches 0 This was of little affec t, and the design was further
modified to thicken the edges of the pavement 0 In addition longitudinal
cracking was controlled by installing a longitudinal joint, with tie bars
across the joint to nold the two slabs together. This principle which
w~s generally accepted about 1922, is still in force in all types of
. .. (103)
concrete pavements. Today four th~ckness des~gns are used 0 These
are:
1, Pavements of uniform 8, 9, or 10 inch thickness
2~ favements of 5, 6, 7 or 8 inch center thickness, and 7, 8,
~ or 10 inch edge thickness, with only the edge thickened,
3, Pavements of thickened edges, going from a 5, 6, or 7 inch
center thickness to a 7, 9 Qr 10 inch edge thickness on a
parabolic curve,
4 •. !:lavements of thickene? edge and center joinL
A further attempt to reduce corner breaks resulted in the in-
clusion of reinf,orcing bars at the ed~es of the pavement,
The increasing experience with concrete pavement design was
matched by developments of the theory of concrete pavementso The first
published attempt at a rational design pro~edure was developed by Older
(3,41)
in lQ20 and 1921 , as a result of investigations conducted at the
".
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Bates Test Road in Illinois~ in 1920. The re.sults of this test. road,
initiated the' widespread use of t.hickened edge pavements in the Unite.d
States. The rational design by Older was based on assumptions of a non-
supporting subgrade and one-dimensional flexure in the pavement under a
static load applied at a point. near the corner of a pavement. These re"
lationships were shortly supplanted by the work of Westerga.rd(3· 68) ,(3.71)
who envisaged the pavement as an elastic·slab resting on a bed of springs.
The analysis of Westergard indicated tha~ stresses in the pavement due
to wheel loads were most critical when these loads were at the corner of
a pavement; less critical when the load was applied at the edge; and
still less critical when the load was applied at the center. This anal-
ysi~, which came after the experience, justified the previous changes in
design and enabled engineers to rationally calculate a pavement design.
Had this analytical effort pre-dated th,e intuitive experimentation~ a
great deal of effort and financial expenditure'~ay have been saved.
Since 1925, Westergards work has been modified by experiment(3.63) , (3.65),
(3067), (3.33), (3 79)
. and by further theoretical studies by Westergard'
Pi' k (3.47), B . (3.13) d h A h . hc etts urnu..ster an ot ers. t t e present t~me, t ere
is a very large school of highway engineers who believe that the thickness
design of rigid pavements has reached the point of economic stability,
and that additional research is unnecessary. The primary motivation be-
hind this thinking is the standardization of design that has been achieved,
and the lack of knowledge of many highway engineers concerning the theo-
retical concepts behind a given thickness des~gn. It is as yet truly
unknown whether success at a particular design is not simply do to
over designed pavements which although uneconomical maintain a long
period of maintenance free· life.
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With the growing interest in soil mechanics in the late twenties
and early thirties, it became apparent to highway people that thought had
./
to be given to improvement;: of the subgrade. With the inclusion of joints
in pavement design water was trapped under the joints and the dynamic
action of traffic, literally pumped fluid mud from under the pavement.
The loss of support caused by pumping created unsightly cracks and in
many cases, outright failures of the pavement. At abou.t the same time
concern was developing over pavement pumping, frost heaving was being
, . (201), (2.7)
noticed as a major problem .. The correction to both these
problems lay in the same remedy. A. six or eight inch compacted granular
base course was installed between the pavement and the subgrade(2.4), (205),
(2.8)
This base course consisted of free draining material which car-
'.
I
ried the water away and eliminated pumping. In addition the base course
ins~lated the subgrade reduced the capillary potential and relieved the
frost heaving problem. It wasn't until much later, after the theoretical
work of Burmister and Picketts, that it was realized that the base course
exerted an added influence on the strength of the pavement. The base
course material being of h;i.gher quality t;:han the subgrade acted as a
strengthening element to distribute the pavement loads over the sub-
grade. Thus the system resulted in better pave~ent performance, with
respect to subgrade ~uppott than had been achieved prior to that time.
Although subgrade support was improved by external applications, many
failures still occurred which could be attributed directly to the sub-
grade. The problem at hand was one of improving a given subgrade
material such that a stable condition of maximum strength could be
achievedo The first step in this direction wa.s the establishment of
. . (2.50) h
moisture density re1at~ons for c1ay-s~~ls . T is was first es-
tab1ished in the laboratory, but its potential was so wide that it
........t_.
shortly evolved into field procedures(2.48) , (2.49). A given soil can
reach a state of strength permanence if it is compacted artificially to
a condition of optimum density~ while containing an optimum amount of
water. Thus, by field controls of moisture and compac.ting effort, sub-
grade soils can achieve an 'optimum, stable st.at.e. Methods of compaction
control are used today, in all but a very few stat.es, as standard pro-
ceclure for all highway work.
By the time that the origi~al concrete pavements built in the
early part of this century were nine to twelve years old "blow-up" occur-
red at the transverse cracks during hot weather. It. was believed that
the buckling of the pavement was caused by expansion of the concrete.
As a result the construction practice was changed sucq that expansion
joints were installed at the daily construction joints. Subsequently
the spacing of expansion joints was decreased to spacings of 100, 200
and 400 feet. In addition, steel dowel, load tra~sfer devices were in-
stalled in pavement expansion joints where the spacing was 200 feet or
less. Although this remedy helped reduce the buckling proble.m, it did
\
\
not reducdthe problem of transverse cracks. In fact, the cracks that
now appeared were wider than in the older types of pavement. These
cracks were attributed to tension occurring during the subgrade restrain-
ed contraction. As in the case of warping, the remedy was one of con-
trolling the cracking. Thus contraction joints were installed between
the expansion joints.
Although joint~ng pavements helped in the control of cracking,
it did not eliminate transverse cracks and furt.her it did not control the
size of the random transverse cracks. The use of light steel reinforcing
in the pavement was incorporated into the design as a means of holding
-5
the random transverse cracks to non-objectionable widths, Although the
reinforcement improved maint.en.ance problems, :j..t did not eliminat~ th.em,
as joint maintenance was still a major factor in all highway budgets,
Curren~ conventional slab design calls for a six i~ch base
i
course to be placed over a highly ~ontrolled compacted subgrad~. The
base course is constructed of special free~draining granular soil and
is vibrated or rolled in place, In some instances t.he. base c.ourse is
water bound. The pavement slabs are 8 to 10 inches thick; and rein~
forced with steeJ percentages in the vicinity of 0.12 per cent of the
cross-sectional ci;rea of the slab. The joints are currently space,d 30
to 100 feet apart and contain 1 1/14 inch dowels spaces 12 inches on
center, These pavements are very strong, and for the first few years
of service behave very well indeed. These pavements, however, are
,
over designed at the interior and under designed at the joints. The
·result is that all the joints require almost constant maintena~ce and
in many instances repair.
As .a result of this apparent inadequacy in current de~ign
techniques, highway engineers have been looking for other methods of
construction and design of pavements.
In 1921, .~ portion of the Columbia Pike, near Washington, D. C.
was constructed with 350 foo·t reinforced slabs. 'T.he behavior of this
section of highway was sooutstandedly superior that highway engineers,
in the se.arch for better. performing pavements, conceived of the idea of
a co:p.tinuously reinforced pavement in which no joints were installed.
The first experiment of continuously reinforced pavements occurred in
1938, when a five mile experimental highway was constructed in Indiana.
This was followed in 1947 by two additional experimental projects in
... 6
'.
, .
Illinois and New Jersey. In 1949, California conducted a similar
experiment. As a result of these experimental projec~s the methods
of design was adopted by the Fort ~orth (Texas) Freeway Authority and
in 1951 constructed a road in this manner. In 1956, Pennsylvania com~
menced an extensive investigation into the use of con.tinuously rein-
forced pavements.' This investigation consisted of the construction of
~wo experimental highways, and a program of field service ~esting to
evaluate the performance of these types of pavements.
This report is desigI).ed to summarize ~he published information
on ~ontinuous1y reinforced concrete pavements, and to evaluate some of
the findings, in t~rms of the experimental projects being conducted in,
Pennsylvania. In addition, an extensive selected bibliography is in."
eluded which covers the important published work on rigid pavements in
generaL
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rein~orced
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B. CONTINUOUSLY REINFORCED CONCRETE PAVEMENTS
Continuously re.inforced con.crete paveme!lts ar.e desig!led .t:o
eliminate the poor joint performance that occur in conventional pavements,
The basic pri.nciple underlying the con.tinuous pavement is that a slab
will invariably crack tra.nsversely, but t.hat if these cra.cks can. be held
to small openings they will do no damage. Instead of putting joints in
the pavement to force and control the cracking, the continuous pavement
is permitted to crack randomly. The width at the crack is held small
by tp.e use of a high percentage of reinforcing steel which hold the
cracks together.
In this section, all the current research projects and published
theories of continuously reinforced pavements wil.l be sunnnari~ed. In all
cases the opinions a~dconclusions are those of the respective authors of.
the cited reports and are not necesearily in agreement with the conclu-
sions and theories of the author of this literature survey.
1. THEORY OF CONTINUOUS REINFORCED PAVEMENTS
Theories o~ behavior of cqntinuously reinforced concrete pave~
mentshave to date, concentrated on the determination. of the amount of
rei~forcement necessary to maintain a closed. crack. The basic mechanism
stud;i.ed in this question has been the mechanism of temperatu.re variations •
The f~rst attempt at explaining the thermal behavior of long
h h 1 (6.16) h hig way slabs was made by Wool ey. . In t is paper t e
behavior of a continuously reinforced slab was likened to a steelbar~
whose ends were completely restrained from moving. Woolley further
ar;alyzed the behavior of a reinforced slab as follows'.
t'
As the. temperature drops in a continuously reinforced slab,
the major stresses in the slab are carried by the concrete, until such
time as the slab cracks and then the steel carries the total stress at
the crack, The steel stress is transfered to the concrete away from
.
the crack, via the bond properties of the bars, The crack'will open
slightly on rupture which will tend to relieve the tension in the steel.
As the temperature continues to drop the steel stress will'in.crease in
tension an.d elongate, thereby opening the crack. Amounts of steel in-
adequate to control the crack opening will permit excessive elongation
and eventually ruptu~e. As the crack opens, however, there will be
higher stresses produced in the surrounding concrete and another crack
will form, The formation of the additional crack will again relieve
the stress in the steel, and continue the above process until the en-
tire pavement, except near the ends will contain a system of narrow
cracks, closely spaced.
In terms of the stresses produced, this theory postulated
that, since the steel is stronger than the concrete the steel will
always cause another crack, in the concrete, before it is overstressed.
On the above basi~, certa~n recommendations are made with re-
gard to the' correct percent~ge of steel in a continuously ,reinforced
concrete pavement, These design criteria are based on the transformed
area concept of reinforced concrete, and are based on the desired de=
sign stresses in the steel. Assuming steel with a yeild point of 50 ,000
psi; concrete with a tensile strength of 350 psi, and allowing for a
lOOoF drop in temperature, the analysis requires 1..0 per cent of steel.
~9
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pespi te this, it is re~connnended that continuously reinforced pavement
be reinforced with 0.5 per cent of steel, based on field observations..
The mechanism of shrinkage is discussed by Woolley. The
shri.nkage is considered to be a tension process in the concrete in
which the steel acts to distribute the str~sses throughout the length
of the pavement." Thus the steel in the pavement causes many small
cracks in the concrete. This is contrasted to the few wide cracks in
plain concrete.
Based on the general mechanics of behavior,Woolley in his
theory, attempts to apply the shrinkage effects to crack the pavement
at an early age and thus establish a"highly cracked pavement before
_ t~mperature changes can take" place. He reasons that if the concrete is
'poorly cured, the shrinkage will take place before the concrete has had
time to build up its strength, and the shrinkage stresses in the con-
crete will CIDlse closely spaced, tightly closed cracks in the pavement~
although there is a minimum of steel. In addition, after these cracks
are formed they will act as miniature contraction joints during remper-
ature flucuatio.ns. This phenomena of shrinkag~ cracks is used as an
explanation of why the reconnnended reinforcement is one-half of that
required theoretically'.
The theory as advanced by Woolley forms in many ways the basis
for present thinking on this subject. The one bfg point of dispute in·
the thinking is the attempt to combine the behavior of both a cracked
and an uncracked slab. In doing this, he fails to consider the continuity
conditions that must prevail at the crack, and therefore inevitably comes
up with the contradiction that the theoretically required amount of rein-
forcement is twice that of the amount which he claims to have been suc-
cessful in field experiments.
A purely analytical model for· the behavior of a cracked
"'11
h 'b d b F 'b (6.7)paveme~t as een propose y r~ erg .
Figure 1.
This model is shown in
,
~ b/2 b/2 ~/ c S
~ ~:"-
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FIGURE 1
FULLY RESTRAINED CRACKED PAVEMENT
Tqe assumptions involved in the analysis are:
1) The concrete and steel act elastically.
2) T~e steel in the immediate vicinity of the crack is
un.l;>on<ied. ,
3) The entire section is fully restrained against movement.
4) The length of the section is sufficient for bond to be
fully effective.
5) The steel-bond slip conditions are fully reversible.
On the basis of the above assumptions the problem is analyzed
following the conditions of equilibrium and continuity as follows:
1) Forces throughout the system must b.e in equilibrium.
where
0c = Stress in the concrete
0b = Stress in the steel away from the crack
(1)
° = Stress in the steel. over the unbonded length (c)
. i ~---.'
".
p = Net reinforcing percentage
2) The length of the concrete and steel in the fully bonded
section (b) m4st reinaip. equal, regardless of the temperature change and
the common change in length.
_...
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°c q~
E b ,~e tb =~ b - es t b~cc s
where·
Ec = Modulus of concrete
Es = Modulus of steel
e = Coefficient of thermal expansion of concrete
c
e =Coefficient of therma,l expansion of steel
.s
t = Temperature change
,b ~ Fully bonded length
(2)
3) No over~all length change will tak~place in the section
with changes in t~mperatu:re.
"
°b d
E b + E c - a t es = 0
s ,s
where
c =Length of unbonded portion
a = TQtal length of section
(3)
The simultaneous solutionof.these three equations fort;he
stre~ses results as follows:
'.~'''' .. '
E
= ctp s ec
°c npa + c (4)
E
s
t c t
Es ec
0' = e. -b s n P a + .c
E t +
b t Es ec
0' = e +-s .8 n p a C
where
E
n =~
. E
c
Under the same conditions the change in the crack
widtq is:
= a t _ O'cq e c E b
c
wher~
q = crack width
In particular if the thermal coefficients for steel and
concrete are ~qual, then:
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
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q = Q...E .c
s
(9)
Based on th:j.s theory, it is possible to make SOme further
simplifying assumptions on the safe side and develop a design criteria
fO.r th.e percentage of stee1., These further a~sumption,s are':
1) Thest.eelr,emains fulLy bonded except at the crack; i.,e,
c = o.
2) The'th.ermal cO.e.fficients for ste~l and concrete are
equal;
'.
. ,..:14
Thus the percentage of steel can be :determined from
equation (6).
E
P = c
...Q
-
E
et 13
For a set of condi.tions considered to be usual such
as:
E = 3,000,000 psi
c
E
s
30,000,000 psi
e = 0.0000065 in/in/oF
t = lOooF
and limiting (J to 50,000 psi, p comes out to be 0.p4%.
The above theory thus is closer than others to the actual
conditions. It .lacks, however, two basic .considerations. In the first
place it does not consider the possibili ty or the consequences, .either
. favorable or unfavorable, of the $teel exceeding .the yield point. The
second factor that this theory fails to consider is the fact that strains
in .thesteel ar,e a more representative clue to the pheno,mena than the
stresses. The width of the crack is the single maj,orma,intenance criteria.
This is a strain phEmomena, and should only ,be considered in this light.
~.
The oth,er assumptions that were used ~reeither compat~ble
with field observations or are necessary to maintain mathematically
manageable expressions.
On the basis of analysis and observations of the field experi~
men.tal projects currently in service, , .the,Rail Steel Bar Association has
recommended as of February 1957, ,the following. design criteria for con~
tinuollslyreinforced concrete pavements~
=1.5
1) For highways carrying moderate amounts of traffic:
a. 7 inch thick pavement
b. 0.6% longitudinal steel
c .. 116 longitudinal bars in the. center depth 0 f .the
slab spaced 10 inc~es on center.
d. 114 transverse bars spaced 36 inches on centers
e. 3-inch.compactedgranular base .course
2) .For highways carrying heavy traffic:
a. 8 inch thick pavement
)
·b. 0.6% longitudinal steel
c .. #6 longitudinal bars at the center depth of the
pavement slab, spaced 9 inches on cen~er
d. #4 transverse bars spaced 36 inches on center
e. 3 inch compacted granular base course
A qua1ative theory of behavior has been presented by Jacobs
~sfol1ows(6.8). There are two areas of pavement.to consider, these
1) The slabs of moderate length where the slab ends are not
fixed and ~re free to ~xpand or contract under the influence of temperature
dHfeT:entials.
2) The central portions of continuously, reinforced concrete
pave~~nts which are completely restrained from moving.
In addition to the above areas of concern there are two
temperat~re conditions, namely
1) The temperature ~s above the equilibrium temperature at
which the concrete hardened.
2) The temperature is below the equilibrium temperature at
.whichth~ concrete hardened.
~16
Thus there are four conditions of stress to be .considered.
1),Wi thexpansion in the end zones and relief from slab
movement,over thesubgrade, there is no possibility of critical com-
pression stresses and the magnitude of t!).e. expansl.onis limited by the
uniform slab temperature above thatatwhi~hthe concrete hardened.
2) In.the·endzones as the temperature drops from equilibrium
tensi9n occurs in the slab, and is cumulative to the lowest uniform slab
~emperature that occurs except as relieved by movement over thesubgrade.
3)A temperature increase in the fully restrained areas will
result in full compressive stresses limited only_by the.te~perature dif-
ferential with respect to the eq~ilibrium temperature.
4) A temperature decrease in the fully restrained areas will
rcsultin full tension stresses limited only by the temperature differ-
entia1withrespect to the equilibrium temperature.
The stresses in the end zones are modified by the ability of
the slab to move in the end zones, to the extent that maximum stress can
occur only at approaches to the completely restrained portion and cannot
exceed the stresses in.that portion.
The varied crack ,spacing is a natural .result of the above th~ory.
The crack spacing is.widest near the end decreasing to a uniform minimum
at amode~ate distance from the end where restraint has built up to the
point where there is no motion on the subgrade.
,Since expansion .and contraction are relieved by motion .on,the
subgrade, . the crack width will be lessened with motion. Thus thecr~ck
width will increase from the end toward the point of restraint ,where
widths will be maximum.
In the spring .of 1957,. the Highway Rese.arch Board of the
National Research Council organized a special subcommittee on contin-
uously reinforced concrete pavements. The purpose of this committee
w~s to recommend criteria for rese.arch in .this area. As of May 1957,
t~e informal reco~endations were to invest~gate the following variables:
1) Base course thickness with a minimum of 3 inches.
2) Variations in the percentage of st:eel from 0.5 to 0.7 per
cent.
3) Variations in the spacing of steel from 4to l2incqes.
4) Variations in .the thickness of the pavement from 7 to 9
inches.
2. RESEARCH IN INDIANA
. In .1938 a cooperative research project .was COmmenc'edon the
study of concrete pavements •. This project under the joint ~F,;\gis of the
Indiana.State Highway Department andtheU. S. Bureau of Public Roads,
embraced a .sectionofhighway near .Stilesville, . Indiana and was for the
specific purpose of studying the effects of varying amounts ofcontinu=
ous longitudinal steel reinforcement in pavement .slabs of various lengtqs.'
The experimental sections ranged in length from 20 to 1,310 feet~were
constructed with rail-steel bars, billet-steel bars anq.~elded'wire
fabric of vary~ng sizes, such as to provide perc~ntages of longitudinal
steel ranging from 0.07 to 1.82. A tabulationoftl).elength, and rein-
forcement is presented in Table 1.
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TABLE 1
LENGTH AND. LONGITUDINAL.REINFORCEMENT DETAILS
INDIANA PROJECT
Length of . Reinforcement Reinforcemen.t Yield Ultimate
Sec tion(ft) .Diameter (in) Spacing (in) Percemta.ge Point .Strength
psi psi
a) Deformed.Rail=Steel Bars
600
840 1 6 1.82 63~000 113 ~'200
1 ~O80
1.~20
340
470 3/4 6 1.02 64,400 113 ~300
610
740
150
210 1/2 6 0045 68,800 115,300
270
330
80
120 3/8 .6 0.26 66,700 93,600
150
180
40 1/4 . 6 0011 60,300 84,600
50
60
80,
b) Intermediate Grade Deformed Billet-Steel Bars
360
600 1 6 1082 46~900 78,000
.. 840
.1,080
200
340
470 3/4 6 1.02 49,100 78 ~500
610
90 ..
150 1/2 6 0045 .51,400 78,600
210
270
50
80 3/8 6 0026 55~500 81,900
120
150
00,19
20
40
50 1/4 6 0011 56 3 900 77 ,300
60
c) ,Co1d-Drawn..We1dedWireFabric
140
190 0.3938 4 0042 81,800
250 (No, 0000)
. 310
90
130 0.3938 6 0028 80,300
170 (No. 0000)
200
80
110 0.3625 6 0.24 89,100
140 (No. ,000)
170
60
80 003065 6 0017 83,700
100 (No .. 0)
120
: 30
50 0.2437 6 0.11 81,000
60 (No. 3)
80
20
30 0.1920 6 0 007 88,700
4·0 (No.6)
50
This highway rN'~.S construe.ted i.n .Septembe.r a.1D'.d October.1t 19380
.The paveme.nt was a 9-7-9 thickened edge slab 20 feet wide. l'!nrree types'
of expansi.on joints were l\lSEld. in be.tween se.cticms. l'he~l'ype I joint
between slabs of intermediate length was si.milar t.o bridge. €\xpan.sion
joints tha.t were in us€'. at thatti.me. This joint consisted ·of alO',gles
anchored on opposite sides of the joint and a cove.r plate rigidly at-
ta,cb,edto one angle and permitted to sUde i.n a kE?)y·~wayont!]leoppos:U;.e
side of the joint. The joint was designed to permit 1-1/2 inches of
movementin.either direction. Type I! joints consisted of two Type I
joints spaced 10 feet apart and were used where longer sections_joined.
Type III joints were conventional dowel units made with 3/4 inch plain
round bars spaced 12 inches on center. The bar reinforcement was placed
at the mid-depth of the slab and was mounted prior to pouring concrete.
The wire fabric was placed by thestrike'<o>0ff :method at 2""1/2 inches
fromt4e top of the slab.
The slab was poured directlY,on.thesubgradesoiL Tqe. sub-
grade soil has a plasticity index of from 14 to 26.
The research for this project was in terms of performance
for the following purposes.
1) To' determine thee.ffec ton .performances of transverse
cracking in terms of surface deterioration and concrete durability.
2) To determine the1ll¢tnner in which the va.rious types and
.f
(quantities o£..longitudinal reinforcement performe.d their structural
function of holding cracks tightly and. pe.rmap,en.tly closed .
.3) To determine the susceptibility of the .sections to
pumping and the influence of pumping at the joints, cracks and.edges
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of the pavement.
4) To determine the mainte.nancerequirements of each section.
5) To determine the .effects of tr~ffic on pavement .behavior..
6) To determine the .surface smoothness of the' sectiollS.
T~e performa~ce of the pavement.was based on periodsurveys~
made shortly after construction and at the end of 1,~,5~ .8, 10 and
15-1/2 years of service.
The observations included a detailed crack survey, ,level
measurements, and measurements of horizonta1movement.oftheend,
.quarter points and center of each .section•
. At the end of one year of service .certain observati9ns qecame
(6.1)~va~lab1e 0 In the first place, a large number of fine transverse
cracks had appeared in the central portions of the long heavily rein=
forced sections, and the crack .spacingwas frequ~ntly less than 3 feet.
In .genera1, it was then observed that tqe cr~ckspacing,seemed to be .
directly related to the length of the section, anddidnQt ·bear a relation-
ship .withthe amount .ofreinforcing .
.After two years of service therepor~ed performance was as
(6.2)follqws •
. 1) The cracking in the 1.82 and 1.02% reinforcement were tighter
than .inthe sections with .0.45% reinforcements 0
2) The average distaqce between cr~cks in the 600 foot sections
de~reased .from 16 feet in March 1939 to 10 feet ·in November 1940.
3) The average distance between cracks in the 1070 foot sections
decreased from 13 feet in March 1939 to6 feet in November 1940.
•4) Th.e crackw:i.dtb. was irr\;e.rsely p:r-opo)rtlon.al t.o the. amount
·of .steeL
. 5)iAll cracks remainedtightlyc.losed, and had little 'or no
structural significance.
6) In the 1ong;ersecti.ons~ 40%ofthe.crac.king ,after two years
had developed during the.curing.period.
7) No longitudinal cracks had developed.
8) The daily length changes in the s·labs longer than 750 to
850 feet were of the same magnitude. On this basis it.was deduced that
the.central portions of slabs longer than 750 to 850 feet were completely
restrained withrespectto .short-term tCimperature flucuations.
9) T~elong term 1engt.hflucuations of slabs longer than 335
feet were reversible. From this fact, it .was deduced that the initial
crack:widths were very fine and the ·reinforcements prevented progressive
opening .of t.he. cracks.
10) ,During t4e first year of service tqehorizontal movements
of t4e 1310 feet section showed that the quarter pointmovementw~s 10%
of the movement of a free slab, while the end movement.was 40% of that
for a free slab. During the second year of observati.on the quarter point
moved 33% of a free slab ,while the en.ds moved 54% of a fre.eslab. The
actual moveme.nts were:
1939 :. quarter point
-
0.15 inches
ends
-
0.80 i.nJcq,es
1940 : quarter point = 0.42 inches
.ends - 1.40 inches
11) The:seasonal elevation changes were non-uniform» an,d were
les~ than one inch. .There was no indication that these chan.ges affe.cted
the structural integrity of the slab.
12) After l8.months of service all surfaces were still very
.smooth.
. At .the .end of five years of age, another survey was made of
the highway and certain significant facts were reported(6.3).
1) The crack width measured at the pavement edges were found
.to be as follows:
0.07%,steel.- 0.009 incp,es
0.45%,steel - 0.003 inc~~s
0.82% steel - 0.002 inches
2) The avera~e crack .spacing in.the 800 foot .sections which
was 8.5 feet at the:endof one year was reduced 'to 6.5 feet at the end
of 5 years. In the 1310 foot sections the spacing was reduced from 7
feet to 5 feet in the same period •.
3) The maximu~ crack spacing occuired at.t4e ends .of th~.,l~b
while the minimum spacing occurred in the central portion of the slab.
4),In~he 1070 foot and 1310 foot lengths, it .was found that
the average crack spacing for the central 400 feet :was the .same. Thus it
w~s deduced that the crack.spacing in the central portions of a long slab
was independent.of the slab length for lengths above a certain minimum.
5) Tneeffectof traffic on the formation of cracks was observed
by noting .the differences in.crackformation between the main traffic lane
and the passing lane. In the first yearofservi.ce the .mainlane :con.tained
Z% more cracks than the passing lane. By the end of the third year this
percentage increased to 4% and by the fifth year there were 6% more.
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6) The maximum tensile stresses developed in the late Summer
and. Fall.
7) T~ere were small .changes in t4e pavemente~evationwhich
had no apparent effect on .l~ngth changes or crack pattern .
. A verycomplete.survey andreport.was made at th:e end of 10 y~ars
of (6.4)age • These findings and the conclusions drawn are as follows~:
1) The :crack pattern for the 1310 foot .section indicated the
following average spacings:
: Entire length = 4.2 feet
Central 700 feet - 3.3 feet
:End610 feet = 7.3 feet
2) The surface width of the cracks indicated that some rounding
. . r .
.of the ;crackedges had occurred. Tqe.spaw1ing ,of the surface .cracks was
m~asured to Q~ 1/8 inch deep. Table 2 presents ~he average s~rfacewidth
of fift:een, to twenty cracks in various PQrtions.
TABLE.2
.SURFACE WIDTH: i:>FCRACKS IN.CENTRAL.PORTIONOF SLAB
INDIANA PROJECT - 10. YEARS '
% of :Width in Heavy Traffic .Widthin .P~ssing Traffic
Re.i nforceIllen t Lane (in) Lane (in)
Min. -: Aver. Max. Min. . Aver. Max.
0.26 0·99 0.117 0.15 0.02 0.038 0.07
0.4,5 0.97 0.104 0.18 0.02 0.038 0.06
1.02 0.03 0.078 0.15 0.02 0.032 0.05
1.82 0;02 0.053 0.1~ 0.01 0.020 0 •.03
The surface. widths of thecrac.ks i.ll tb,e. ce.nl.tral portion of
the 1310 foot section averaged a.brm.l.tt.wic,€'. the wid.ths near the ends.
The average. crackwidt:hdec:.rease~ddirec.tly with an increasE.\ in stE'.e.l
percentage•.
The true. width oftne.c.racks i.n .the c.e.ntral portions of the.
slabs was measured at the edge mid=depth. The average of five readings
is presented in Table 3.
TABLE 3
CRACKWIDTH·AT CENTRAL PORTION OF SLAB
INDIANA PROJECT - 10 YEARS
% ·of WidthinUeavy Traffic Width in Passing Traffic
..Reinforcements Lane (in) Lane. (in)
Min. . Aver. Max. Min. .Aver . Max.
0.24 0.005 0.013 0.018 0.006 b.010 0.013
0.45 0.007 0.011 0.018 0.007 0.009 O.OlD
1,82 0.003 0.004 0.007 0.001 0.002 0.003
3) The slight effect of traff~cwas evidenced by the fact
that during the second 5 years of service, .55% of the new ,cracks developed
in .the heavy. traffic lane.
4) In the long. sections,. it was observed that 65% of the 10
year cracking .had.occurredduring ,the first year.
5) The 10 year crack spacing ,for slabs longer than 1700 feet
d,ecreasedunifqrm1ywiththe distance from the ends of the·section. ~The
spacing in the .central portion.s was uniform and averaged 2 to 2.5 feet •
. As a resu1ti t .was concluded that the central portions maintaine.d complete
movement restraint.
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6) The ·daily changes in .le.ngthof all sections was independ-
ent of long term time variations.
7) In the 1310 foot sections the contraction movement at the
quarter points was 1% ?f the unrestrained slab, while the contraction
at the ends was 20% of a free slab•. The expansion .atthe 'quarter points
and ends was 2% and 20% respectively of an unrestrained slab.
8) Over an annual period there was a greater overall length
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change than over a short period of time. oFor an 84 F annual temperature
variation the ~et movement was ~s follows:
840 foo t sec tions = 2. 7 inches
1070 foot.sections - 3.2 inches
l3IO foot sections - 3.3 inches
9) The net growth of the pavement over a ten year period had
the following range between February and Aug4st.
600 foot sections - 0.55" - 2.25"
1070 foot sections - 1.10" - 3.75"
1310 foot sec tions ~ 0.90" - 3.80"
10) None of the transverse cracks showed any evidence of in=
el~stic deforma.tio~ofthe,steel that· would contribute to length changes.
11) Themax:i,.mum change in elevatiqn over a ten year period was
0.8 inches.
~2) The occurrence of pumping at the end.of 10 years, with a
single exception was limited to the expansion joints. There was but
a single instance of p~mping in the transverse cracks where the steel
exceeded 0.24%. Even where corner cracks had developed the reinforcement
heldthem.so tight that there was no evidence of pumping. A certain
amount of edge pumping developed, but this was not due to cracking.
13) The smoothn~ss of .the pavement was not appreciably affected
by the cracking. Between 1940 and 1949, the intermediate length was ob-
,servedto.have an increase in roughness index of 51 while in the SaIne
period the long ,sections showed an increase of 40 .. 10. 1949, , the greatest
:measuredroughness index was 127, Indices ranging from 80 to 120 are
classed as smooth riding,
Based ontqe above observations, .the following .conclusions
were drawn by the investigators in question,
1). Small, non-uniform changes in pavement elevation have no
apparent effect on the crack pattern.
2) The center portions of sections longer than 800 feet are
~n complete restraint under daily temperature flucuations. Thecenter
sections of slabs greater than 1310 feet are in complete restraint ~rider
annual temperature flucuations. The greatest tensile stresses probably
occur in the fall,
3) Moderate progressive changes in length in .thelonger sections
are assumed to be due to the progressive opening of cracks.
4) . The average crack width in the heavily traveled traffic. lane
. .
v~ried for the longer sections from 0.011 inches for 0.45% .to 0.004.inches
forl.82% ,of reinforcement.
5) 67% of the cracking appeared during the first year, In sub-
sequent years few cracks appeared during the winter mont~s,
6) Based on the experience of this research, it was deemed
that the better reinforcement in the completely restrained areas would
.result in a crack interval of from 2 to 2=1/2 feet,
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7) Th~;:h~avi1y travel~d .lc;me: prodl)ced 6% more ,cracks" t;;hanthe
lig~tly traveled lane. The cracks in the heavily traveleCi' -lane showed
more· superficial.damagethan the other lane.
8) .. Since the length changes and the -crack pattern were •synunetrical
in th~ center portions, it was concluded that the pavement behaviorw~s
predictable,
9)Pum~ingdeveloped.at many expansion joints but were effec-
tively absent from the transverse cracks •
. 10) 'l;'he smoothn,ess of thesurfac:e has been .maintained. '.' After
10 years the pav~ment is no rougher than some conventional pavements in
the as constructed condition.
The results of the performance survey conducted 15-1/2 years
afterconstruction.were reported in 1955(6,6) .. The findings of this
survey were as described below,
1) The shorter sections were comparatively free of cracking;
.but ~s the. length .oftheslab increases the cracking becomes more fre-
quent until in the ·central regions of the longest slabs the crack inter-
val was often less than 2 f~et.
2) ,The rate of cracking was very high during the first year
of service being as much as 65% .of total for ;310 f'ao:t sll;,abs: and' /:.0%,£0,:
the central Li:QO,;feeti.o,:6, trhe..13.10i.:foo.t. qlab'~'
. .........""~.,;:-
3) The rate·of cracking for the 310 .foot slab showed a marked
decrease after the third yearwfth:onty 19% of: the· cracks occurring in
the later 12-1/2 years of service.
•4) The ,rate of cracking ,for tlle :c~p.tra1400 feet of the 1310
~oot section showed an almost constant rate of cracking. 13/0 of the
:cracks formeqinthe later 5-1/2 years.
5) In'tqecentral portion of the 1310 foot section with 1.82%
.reinforcem~ntthe·crackinterval varied between land 6 feet and aver-
aged 2.3 feet. The largest,decreasein.crack intervaloccurredqetween
the first and third years of life, with, practically no change in the .
interval in the later.5,..1/2 years.
6) .Thecrackintervalvariatio~s for the 310 foot sections re=
inforced.withO.42~ofwelcled,wirefabricshow.edanavera&espacing.of
31 feet in the first year, 26 feet in ,the second year, 23 feet after
10 year~ a~d 22 feet,attheend of 15=1/2 years.
7) Irrespective of crack incidence or rate of development,
a~lsections,except those reinforcedwithtQe lightest amount ·of
steel, ,have ,continued in service free from distress at the cracks other
th,an inconsequential ed&e raveling :and very limited, damage. caused by
local~zed,sealing ,and spa,lling.
8) Cracks in the light~y,reinforcedsh()r'tand.moderate length
sections are generally wider than those in the more heavily reinforced
longer sec tions .
9) For a &iven longse~tionthe.cracks in the central portions
are wider, than those in the en~regions. ,
,10) The. surface width of a crack tends to decrease with an
increase in .the percentage of steel ina linear manner.
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11) ,The surfac.e crack width tended to increa.se with pavement
age, The maximum width at the end oflO years was 0,11 inches while
at the end of 15-1/2 years it was 0.13 inches,
12) The surface width of the cracks at the end of 15-1/2 years
for theL 82% section was 0 .11 inches,
13)At the end of 15-1/2 years all sections containingper=
centages of steel 0.17% andg~eater had maintained cracks in a closed
.condition.
14) A number of open cracks, ind~cativeofsteelfailures
developed in sections containing 0.07 and 0.11% of steeL
15) After the steel failed, the :cr~c:ksopened \lP and pump-
ing and .faulting developed rapi~ly and bituminous maintenance was
shortly required to alleviate surface roughness.
16) The ·first steel failures were observed at the end ·of
8 years, while the vast majority of failures occurred between 10 and
15-1/2 years of age.
17), Pumping was noti~ed at the bridge type expansion joints
early in the life of the pavement. ,Since these joints did not have
effective loadtransf~r the pavemen~ deflections in these portions of
the pavement are laq~er than elsewhere. ,·After 5 years of s~rvice many
of these joints were pumping, faulting was noticeable and flexural
cracking was observed due to loss of subgradesupport.At .theend of
15-1/2 years, .near1y all the bridge type expansion joints in the ·heavily
,traveled lane were .subject to pumping, and in many instances flexural
cra,cking, serious settlement a~d severe faulting ,of the ·slab ends had
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developed. Very few of the ,companion joints in the passing lane were
affected.
18) ,Seven years after construction, incipient pumping ,appeared
at several ofthecol1ventional doweled 'expansion joints which separate the
shorter sections. ,After 10 years pumping was observed at a number of these
joints, but the action was still so slight that faul tingwal) negligible and
flexural cracking of the slab ends had not occurred~ At the end of 15=1/2
years, however, the performance survey showed that pumping at the doweled
joints in theheavqy traveled lane had progressed to the point of.causing
considerable structural damag~. ,Evidence of pumping was observed at more
than half of the joints. ,Approximately one th.ird had pumped to ,the extent
tha,tflexural cracking had developed in the slab ends and faulting, as much
as 1/2 inch,was present at the outside co.rners of severaL In contrast,
pumping,was completely absent and faulting was negligible at the same type
of joint; in the passing lane.
19) ,The daily construction joints in the sections containing
welded wire fabric were formed by-5/8 inch deformedtiebars,,4 foot long,
and spaced 2 feet {)n ,centers ~ Of 11 joints in the 'heavily, traveled lane
of this type, the 15-1/2 year survey showed that five joints were subject
to pumping, one of which to the extent of flexural .€racking. Thewidths
of these joints rangeq from tightly closed to 3/4 inch. ,Faulting h<?,.d de=
velopedinnearly all the joints with a maximum of 3/4 inch. The maj,ority
of these join~s were subject to moderatesut'£ace spalling requiring main-
tenance. In t1}e passing lane pumping had not appeared at any of the joints,
but widths were ,~ons.istentwith.those in the heavily traveled lanes and
slight faulting along withrqtLnor spalling had developed.
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20) Theconstr\fction joints in t1l.esections containing bar
'reinforcement were fqrmed by running .the .stee1 continuously through the
joint. Twenty-two of the twenty-five joints of this type were fouudto
be structurally sound, tightly closed and free from pumping. The thre.e
unsound joints of this typ~ were. open 3/8 ;to 1/2 inches indicationg that
the steel had failed at the joint. The Jailed joints in the heavily
traveled lane had pumped in sections of billet-steel ,reinforcements with
In, f~3 and 114 bars. The failures occurred sometime after the tenth ·year of
Piivement life.
21):pumping .in various stages was noted at a number of the open
.transverse cracks that formed in, the sections reinforced wi ththe lighter
amounts of steel. In contrast to the action of open cracks"neither pump-
ing .nor faulting had developed at the transverse cracks held closed by the
continuous reinforcement.
22) . Pumping along .the free edges of the pavement in the mid '
1engt1l. of a section was observed during .the 10 year survey. The pumped
areas ~eret\lose in which.the subgrade was soft, spongy and.unstab1e to
suchan extent that the side forms had to be supported on mudsills of
heavy planking during placement of concrete. At ,the time of thelS-1/2
year survey, a few additiona110cations showed evidence of edge pumping,
these all being in the heavily traveled 1an·e of re1c:ltive1y long sections.
Tl1~ action, however, had been slight and the pavement in these areas was in
no immediat;e' structu,ra1 jeopardy.
23) The 10 year cra~ksurvey indicated that S3% oJ the transverse".
cracks then present in both lanes of the pavement had formed in the heavily
traveled lane.' A s~milar survey at the .endof lS=li2 years indicated that
\\
51% ofth~ cracks in the central portion of the 1310 fQotsection were
in .the heavily traveled lane,
24). The surface :crack widths in the heavily traveled lanes
were approximately three times wi4er than cracks in tqepassinglane •
.25) The.roughe&t pavements in the heavily traveled lane were
in the very short, lightly reinforced sections, alt.hough the basic
pavement roughness is somewhat -less than.conventional pavements.
Basedqnthe abqve observations, the investigators drew the
following conclusions.
2).Thecrack interval inthecelltral portion.of·longslabs is
independent of the slab length and depen4enton the amount of steel .
. 3) Load-trallsfer devices had considerable value 1nresisting
and de~aying .the action of pumping, as compare4 to the bridg;e type ex-
pan~ion joints.
4) Shear bars in the daily construction joints did not develop
sufficielltbond or lacked the strength to perform properly their intended
function of maintaining adjoining slabs in close :contact •
. 5) The appearance of pumping at .the ;cracks shortly after the
reinforcing steel ruptured is indicative of the structural weakness re=
suiting from this type of failure and emphasized the importance of main-
taining all cracks in a closed condition.
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6) Considering the prevalence of pumping and faulting elsewhere
i~ .the pavement, the lack of same for fine transverse cracking, indicates
t~e ,watertight character and inherent structural strengthQf cracks main=
tain,d in a closed condition by reinforcing yteel.
7) The repetition of traffic ~oads has exerted some influence
on the development of transverse cracks, particularly in the shorter sections.
The influence is slight, however in therestra.ined central portions of the
lon~ slabs,
8) The need for preve~tionof pumping is greater for the heavily
travel,d lanes than for the passing lanes of divided highways,
9). Sections of any lepgth can be reinforced.withcontinuous steel'
in sufficient amount to ,maintain all transverse cracks ina tightly closed
condition, witnout adverse effect on the concrete.
10) Up to a given length, th~ length of a slab ,containing adequate
steel will have a pro~ouncedeffect on the crack .pa~tern. Slabs up to 150
feet long will contain comparatively few Variably spacedcracks~
lp The .rate of crack development and the crack frequency .will have
little effect on the :service,life of aciequa1;ely reinforced pavements.
lZ) The·surface width of crac~s held closely by continuous rein-
forcements will increase ~radually wi th time by raveling and superficial
\·maring .dueto exposure andtraffi.c. This condition, however, will not im-
pair the durability of the concrete and will require l~ttle maintenance.
·13) Cracks held ~los~d by continuous reinforcement will be
high~yresistantt9 pumping, practical,ly :eree of faulting and .,will seldom
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.de;velop surface toughness.
14). Percentages of steel of 0.07% for welded wire fabric and
0.11 forreinfo:t:'cing bar appear to be structurally incapable of performin.g
the intended.function of holding transverse cracks permanently.closedin
.sections subjected. to heavy traffic •
l5)ContinuoustY,reinforced pavements Mill be :less susceptive to
the damaging effects o.f pumping ,than rigid pavements of conventional design.
continuous pavements, however, will not be innnune .from pumping ,action at
the longitudinal free edge of the pavement.
3. RESEARCH IN ILLINOIS
In the fall of 1947 the ·Illinois Division of High.ways started con-
struction·of a continuously reinforced experimental highway. This highway
consisted of .eight test sections, in which the pavement thickness was varied
between 7 and 8 inches and the; amount of reinforcement was 0.3%, 0.5%, 0.7%,
and 1.0%•.The variations in the reinfor:cement,w(is accqmplishedby,using,fI3,
/14) and,.1/6 deformed rail steel bars with spacings that':varied between .4,.1/2
and 6-1/4 inches on centers. Each section was divided into two subsections
of approximately equal 1engthbetween which. the variable was the spacing of
the 113 transverse bars • In one subsection the transverse bars were placed
;
§
--_.,/
12 inches on center , ,while in the other the spacing was 18 inches. .Mill
tests on the rail steel bars indicated a yield point of from 6(1,000 t07~,700
psi. and an u1timat.e strength varying from 107,300 to 124,700 psi. The ,elon-
gation varied from 11.7 to 14.5%. The length of; six of the continuously
reinforced section was 3,504 ft., while the length.ofth.e two sections co~-
tainingl.O% of,steelwas 4,233 feet. . ,
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The pavement was placed directly ,on .the subgrade. This was
contrary to the usual practice in Illinois, but was done to test the
arguments that continuous .reinforcementwill eliminate pumping. T4e
subgrade :was compos.ed of so-called ."pumping II soils in which 35% ;wereo,f
theA-7-4AASHO classification. Of the remainder of the soil types , 33%
was of the A-4, 11% of tqeA-2 group and 10% of the·A-6 group. It is
known th4t :A-4,A-6 and A-7 soils are susceptible to pumping.. Thus 89%
0t thesub~rade is in.a potential state of pumping.
The 10ngitudinalreinforc~mentconsistedofbars30feet :long
p~acedon chairs, .at the mid-depth prior to pouringtl:le pavement •. All
longi tudinal .bars were lapped 30 diam-rt~rs. The ,concret~ was placed in
one lift. ,At the .end of a days pou,rthe construction joint was formed by
running ,the reinforcement through a headerboard construction joint.. The
ada.jacent slab test sections were separated bya 4 inch expansion joint .with
asphalt ·filler.
2) Near the middle of each test sect:l,on 36 brass plugs were set
in the pavement 10 inches apart. These plugs were set along the edge, and
were for the purpose of measuring crack widths that wereexpe~te'd to develop
in these areas. The movement of these plugs ~as measured with a
.Whi ttemore ga~e.
3) Pavement elevations were 'determined from reference plugs
pl~lced.at 200 foot intervals along ,the pavement .edge. Plu~s were also
placed along transverse lines opposite each monument.
4) .Ino~der tomeas~re the stress in the longitudinal steel
sevet'al .bars were mounted with..SR-4 gages. These gages wereplace'd
in the middle of the 7 and 8 inch sections containing ,0.7%·of .steel.
413 a~tive gages were used divided approximately equally between each
test section. The gages were located along eight .traverse lines ,2-1/2
feetapa.rt, perpendicular .to the center-line of the pavetnent. In order
to eliminate the effects of flex~ral stress on the gage readings the
gages were mounted on the side of the bars. In order to assure that
atl(}ast one line of gages were at a transverse crack, a depressed con~
t~action joint was installed along one of the lines of gages.
5) Thermocouples were installed at various levels in the .con-
crete and subgrade to measure temperCl.ture.
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All the 7 inch ,.sectiqns and an 8 inch section containing 1.0%
,reinfqrcementwere constructed in the Fall of 1947 . The remaining 3
sections of the 8 inch pavement .wereconstructed inAprilandMCl.Y of 1948.
sectio~.
,2) ,Measurements of horizontal and vertical movements of the
pavement with respect to the reference monuments. These me~s~rements
were planned to ,be taken four or more times a day during one week in
each of the four seasons of the year. These measurements were also
planned to include the width of the expansion joints separating .the
test sections.
3), Strain measurements in the reinforcing steel were planned
to ~~ made hourly during one week in each of the four seasOnS of the
year.
4) Temperature readings of the concrete and subgrade were
planned to be made hourly during .one week in each of the four seasons
of. the year.,
.5) Precise levels were planned for twice a year.
6) Once a year it was planned to make a condition survey.
,Early observations were reported fo.r those sections con-
, (6.9)
structed in the.Fallof 1947 . These cracks were so tight that
they were extr~mely difficulttof~nd even in the morning. After
,37 days a crack survey was mad,e on the 7 inch 0.3% section. The
average crack interval was L7. 34 feet with a minimum interval of
9.91 feet. For the? inch 0 . 5% section at the ,end of 34 days the
average interval was 18.44 feet and the minimum was 10.00 feet. Aft~r
;32 days in the 7 itl~h, O. 7% sec tion the average interval was, 13.53
feet, with a minimum of 6.67 feet. After 22 days the 7 inchl.O%
.section had an averagecra.ck ,interval of 8.48 feet with a minimum of
4.76 ,feet .. After 18 days, in the 8 inch, 1.0% section, the average
crack interval was 19 . 56 feet, with a minimum interval ,of 6. 25 feet.
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2) On the aftern<;>on of the third day aiter pou,ring curing
paper was removed 0 The following !!lorning a transverse crack atone,
of the depressed contraction joint opened to a width~f 00010 inch
and the crack gages indicated strains of approximately ,1,000 ,micro-
inches per inch (micros) 0 This was equivalent ,to a stress of 30,000
psi. By 2:00 p.mo that afternoon the above described crack was closed
so tight that it was hardly visib1eo "At this time the steel stress-41
had reduced to .600 psi. . During this perio<:i I?trains.r~g~stere:d ,av/ay ,from
the crack.were,;ri.ever~highe~than.the~;equivalent',Qf~4:;OOOJps:L.
"
3) ,Strain readings in this initial period were taken almost
daily between October 6, 1947 to November 25, 19470 The trend of these
.readings indicated relatively ,highs trains in the :morning, accompanied
by a measurable crack opening, followed by a reduction of strain in the
afternoon and a c10s~ng of thecrack o No significant chan~es in the
strains away from the crack occurred during ,this periodo
4) In the early period ()f ob,servation the maximum averCige unit
strain was 1310 micros which is equivalent ,to a stress of 39,300 psi.
The s~abtemperaturechange in the same period was fropl a contructed
.t.emperature of 820F to a minimum of 390F.
The performance of the Illinois pavement was reported on in
(6·,10)1950 . This report covered an age of the test sections of less
than 3 years, with 5 sections going through 3 winters and the other
thre~'going th,rough 2 winters. The reported results up to this time
are as follows.
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l),Duringthe. first winter the maximum average stress at a
crack in the 7 inch slab was 62,400 psi, which.occl.lrred on January 21,
1948. The .reported>stress -was an average of 9 gages, ,none o-fwhichvaried
more than 4% from the average. This stress was inth.e vicinity of yield:-
ing. During~he reported period the gages away frqm th.ecrack indicated,
stresses that were never higher than 10,000 psi, indicating that ,so long
a,s theconc~ete is structurally continuous it _will carry a large part of
th~ total stress. ,As an example of the efficiency of the bond, ,one line
of gages showed no measurable effect ,from a transverse crackon1y.10 inches
away.
2) The maximum stress measured in Januray 1949, for the 8 inch,
0.7% section was 42 1000 p~t'. This section was poured in April.1948, and
o
at this time was subjected to total temperature change of 45 F.
/
,I
3) The SR-4 gages in both sections became erratic in.a relatively
short time, and as a result it was not possible to _obtain strain me'asure-
ments for more than one cycle of seasona~ contraction. The gage failures
were believed to be caused by,moist\lre, despite the .waterproofing.efforts.
TABLE 4
LONGITUDINAL,STEEL STRESS MEASUREMENTS- ILLINOIS
Stl;'ess (psi)
Date A.M. or :P. M. Tension Comp.ression
a) 7-inch pavement, 0.7% steel
OcL 7 , 1947 A.M. 4,500
P.M. 3,000
Oct. 10, 1947 ,A.M. 30,000
P'.M. 200
Nov. 1947 A.M. 37,000
P.M. 28,000
Dec. 1947 A.M. 34,000
P:.M. '28,QOO.
Jan. 1948 A.M. 62,000
P.M. 38,000
Apr. 1948 A.M. 17,000
P.M. 5,000
b) 8-inch pavement, 0.7% steel
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Apr. 6, '1948 A.M. 4,000
P.M.
Apr~ 27, 1948 A.M. 28,000
P.M. 2,000
June 1948 A.M. 3,000
P:'.M.
Sept •. 1948 A.M. 27,000
1, P.M. 2:~OOO
Jan. 1949 A.M. 4~,OOO
P.M. 25,000
2,500
3,000
4)Th~:re s'eemed .to be a relationship between the
crack interval andtheamoun:t of longitudinal ste·el. The
relationship is shown in :the following table.
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TABLE :5
CRACK. INTERVALMEASDREMENTS ~. Tl.I:fNOTS
---.....,~~~
~ve~age t~~~sv~r$e c~ack interval (ft.)
D.a.te 0.3% Ste'el 0.5%.St~1 0.7%Ste.el 1.0% .Steel
a) 7 -inchp·ave.ment
Mar. 1-4, 1948 21.6 1409 11.5
Dec. 1-2, 1948 19.6 13.3 9.2
.,
Sep.t. 26, 1950 15.9 9.9 7.6
b) 8-inch pavemen.t
M9:r. 1-4, ;1.948
Dec. 1-2, 1948 19.5 1802. 14.2
Sf"pt 0 26, 1950 14.2 10.7 8.~
9.0
6.7
5.6
11.6
9.1
7.0
5) The cr~ck interval di.stributiQn. follQ~red a. pattern
.some"7hatdiffe~ent than..in Indiana. Beg:b\{[.l,j,v.gai"~ the ends,
th:e frequ'ency iucre-ased at a fairlyun:Ho:t'lJl .rat.e to a maximum
I .
atadist;:.ancer~nging from. 300 to 500 feE:\'t.f7t,'Qm th;e ends of
t;:.h:esections, from whence it decreases uD.:!,fqil."mly for several
hundred feet over the central 1600 to 2000 fe,etof the section~
Ingeneral the crack f:tJequency is lowe.r fQ% t:J~ thicker pave-
meXat and this trend intensifies as the a;mqun:t ofreinforceme:nt
increa:se-s •
%.8tee1
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a) 7-inch pavement
0!3% 8!3
0.5% ,4.8
0.7% 5.0
1.0% .4.0
b) 8.,.inch pavement
0.3% 7.7
0.5% 5.6
0.7% 5.9
,1.0% 4.2
13,.3 13 •.3
10.0 9.1
7.1 6~3
4.5 4.5
16.7 11.8
7.1 1104
7.5 7.2
5.0 7.2
6) Tlle cr~,ckwidth ,is a function of the steel stress
and effectiveness of the bon:dbetween concre'te anusteel in the
irtane4iate vicinity of the crack. The cr~cks in the 0.3%
sectipns aremuchwide'r,~ha.n the othersa.n:d, the cracks in the
1.0% section are the tightes t. The onlyspa:lli.ngthat
~xisted ~t this time showed up in the. 0.3% stee,lsections.
Th,e cra~k wiciths varyse~as'onally, being ,:reLatively wider in
wb"1terwhen the steel is, under greatertensi,on. Th-ecracks
werebecomingprogres~ivelywider with age and do no,t close
tightly in the summer wh'~"n the pavemep.,texp'anda, butapp'ea:r
to be remaining further open ,with each s;uc'c;essive sumner.
Th"ere se'ems to be an inverse relationship be'twe'en the ave:rage
crac~widthan:dthepercentage of a,teel.
..
TABLE?
AVERAGE ,CRACKWID'l'H - ILLINOIS - 3 YEAR .SURVEY
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' •. ',Date
Sla.b Temp.
;'. of
Average width (in.) in terms of
.steel %
9. 5%
0,
a) ,]-inch paVement
. July 28, 1948 94 0.010 Q!D06 q~ P05, 0.003
,
Feb. 2, 1949 36 0.017 0.009 0.008 0.004
J111y 7, 1949 10~ 0.013 0.014 0.009 0.008,
Feb. 27, i950 46, 0.020 0.015 0.012 0.007
Aug. 30, 1950 82 0.021 0.015 0.013 0.007
b) 8-inch,pavemen t
July 28, 1948 94 0.005. 0.OQ4 0.004 0.003
Feb. 2, 1949 36 0.015 0.010 0.090
.July 7, 1949 105 0.013 0.012 0.014 0.004
l~eb. 27, 1950 .46 0.017 0.014 0.014 0.006
Aug. 30, 1950 82 0.016 0.012 0.011 0.007
7) ,80:1,1 st.ains had beenobs'~rved ina numbe1: ofcr~cks,
p~rticular1y ,in the 8 inch section with 0.3% ,of ste'el at a
t~me when th,ecrack width.averaged 0.015 ;luches.
'~)l Th:lachange iIi length seemed to vary invers~ly with
th!:!\,:anlountof ste'e1; the ,more ste~l the greater the contra.ction
in.. thewin,te+and the' less the SU1IDIler expansion. All sections
e~erienced a p'ermane'nt length increa:se..ByA,ug. 30, 1950,
the length had increased between 2 1/4 and 3 112,inches for
<1;11 sections. In the 7 inch pavement there' was an:etdecrease
in length over the firs,t two winters, the stc'Ond winter hav~ng
less contraction than the first. The' thir.d winter showed a
n~t inc~ease in, length. the greatest length inc,:rease occurred
in the 7 i.nch section between the fi.rst and .second sunnnerof
s~rvice. The same trend was apparent for the 8 inch section.
The winter contractions becamse greater as the amount. of steel
increased. The s'ections with .the most steel showe'd the least
s~er expansion.
,9) The general increase in length was attributed to
foreign matter entering the cracks and rendering them ineffective
in absorbing expansion and contra.cti"on.
10) No appreciable movement was initially observed
in the central 2700 test of the 3500 foots'ections, and in the
central 3400 feet of the4~00 foot sec.tions. .A.llthe moVements
w:;:repr,oduced in the end 400 fe'et. The' 1ater'pbservations
indicated that the length. of the stable central section was
be'coming smaller due to infiltration of incompressible material.
11) Transversecracksw:ere for the mos.tpart invisible
to motorists, even. when traveling at moderate speeqs .•
12) Since the pavement was built without a longitudinal
joint, longitudinal cracking developed, as exp'ect'ed.
13) At a const1:Y-'ction joint near the' center of the
8 inch slab with 0.3% steelc:lR 8 foot leng'th in one lane
developed four closely ~paced cracks that started pumping in
.October 1940, five months after cons.tr:uetioIl,.. Even with the
pumping" no cracksapp'eare'd in. the slab on: .theother side. of
the construction joint. 'The same cracks extending tpanadj acent
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lane were not nearly so critici;lL The construction an.ead of
this joint was delayed nine days, due to rain, an~ when it was
res1jmed the subgra,de was soft and uncompacted. Inaddition
to thes'e cause'S the concrete was found ,to be of poor
'quality. About 1000 fe'et behin~ this joint, in the same lane
and .same s·ec.tion, three fe'et of concrete' between two cracks
I
started pumpingand.was rapidly dete~iorating~ In May 1950,
the poor portion of the slab for 8 feet aheC:\dof the joint
was retlloved in the first case, and 3 feet of concrete.· between
cracks in.the second case was removed. The subgrade in both
instances was wetandunstable~nd wa'srE!placed with sC:\nd.
Ther.emoved sec.tions were replacedwithhighqual:f.ty concrete.
14) Other than .the above mentione? failures~t1o
pumping has occurred .atanyof the transversecracks,although
modf;:rate pumping has. heen pbservedattheexpansioR Joints
between sections.
The .authors of the 1950 report offer the following
conclu'sions and interpre'tations of the testo.bservations 0
1) In view.ofthe highste'el .str~sse'S measurE1d iI1-
the 0.7% steel, it may ,be neces~ary to providemoreste'el than
has q~en indic.atedbyearlier .experiments ~
2) Themax:lmum tensile str~'Sses ln the .ste;el occur
in thewinteranda.re proportional to the tempera.turedrop
and inversely propor.tiona.lto the~~ntoLsteel. (~ote:
. ,
this is .entirely in agreement with Friberg's theory).
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3) It appea,!rs that the critical stress in the st~el
will not occur where the concrete is unbroken, a condition wh~ch
assiststheste'el incarr.yi.ngst;r.ess.
4) The the:oryof continuousrein£orcementassumes
that the occurrence of frequ'e.nt transverse cracks will afford
stress relief and absorb a large portion.of the Claily and
s'e:al'rDnal length changes of the slab. Thu's" if the pavement;
contains adequ'ate s te'e1, fr.e:quent cracks are inci\1ce'd by an
alternate interchange of stress betwee.n the steel and the
concrete. When the concrete cracks, the steel assumes the
full stress at that location, butby'virtue of bond, the
'stress isquicklytrans£erred to the conc;ret¢and another crack
eventu,allydevelops. The behavior of a11te'st s'ections has
bf!en.accordingto theory in the respect that large numpersof
tJ!',ansverse cracks havedeyelop'ed in each section and new
cra'cks are continually developing.
5) The' progressive widening of thetransve'rs'ecl:'ack~
wasconsidere'd to be due to three contributing factors.. In
the first place, incompre'ssiblemate.rial enterirtg the. cracks
may prevent them for closing fully. .Secondly, thea.teel
bars may h,aveasomeVfhat higher thermal expansion coefficient
than the concre,te and the. greate.rexpansion'ofthe steelma.y
tend to keep the cracks fr.om closing. Thi;rdly, 'the pe.nta:nent
shrinkage of the' conc;retemay be sufficient to produce a
permanent opening at cracks. It is the authors conclusion
that the. first factox is largely responsible fo.rthe progressive
c~ackop~ning.
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6) The fa.c.t t.hat the winter cont.raction: of entire
slabs is irtveJ:'s'elyp~opO!:ti;o:na.l to the ,amount of steel (less
, contraction with more ,s,teel) is interpretatedas ,being due to
the fact the the cr,acks in the lighter re'inforcedse'ctions,
being wide!.", take upa ,!'E'.lat::tve1y largerp;ar.t of the total
,contracti.on.
7) It is suggested that overall perfonnance would
he improved by a combination of continuous reinforcement and
a thin granular base course.
, A }:ep'o'rtofperformance was made ,after the pavement
was in'Ser-vice 3 1/2 to 4 ye's.:r:s. (6.11) This report covered
an insp'ection made, in Septembef 19510 The findings were as
follows:
1) The qrackinterva1 was tabulated for t:he
s,e'ctions of 7 inch ,pavements excludingtne:end 150 feet.
This exclusion: was made to ,elimiruite the undue ltnf11,lence of
theunr,es tr:atne'dends.
TABLE '8
AVERAGE CRACK INTERVAL. (7 - I."NCHPAVEMENT) - ILLINOIS~4 YEAR SURVEY
Average CrackSpacfng (ft.)
Date 0.3% Steel 0.5% ,Steel 0.7%S,teel LO%Steel
ttar. 1948 18.7 16.9 13.7 14~6
Dec. 1948 13.0 11.5 8.5 7.6
,Sept. 1950 10.0 8.0 6.5 5.7
Sept. 1951 7.8 5.9 5.0 4.6
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2) The crack frequency increases at a uniform rate
to a maximum at a distance from 200 to 500 feet from t~e ends..
After this point the frequency decreases irregularly for a
few hundred feet until it stabilizes and remains fairly uniform
over the central 1600 to 2000 feet.
3) There is asubstant1a1dec.re'ase in. crack width
with tncre~se in steel percentage~ ~dan .incr'ease incra:c:k
width.with.age.
TABLE 9
AVERAGECBACK WIDTH (7 - INCHPAVEMENT~ - ILLINOIS-4 YEAR:SURVEY
Crack w:f,dth (in. )
Date 0.3%.Steel 0.5% ,Steel 0.7% :Steel l.~O%Steel
. July 1948 0.010 0.006 0.005 0.003
Ju~y 1949 00013 0.014 0.009 0.008
.(\ug~ 1950 O.p21 0.015 0.013 0.007
Aug. 1950 0.023 0.017 0.013 0.009
4) T~ecra.ckwi9th.s in the 8-inch pavement were
generally similar to those in the 7-inch pavenient.•
5) Thesect~on that .was repaired in 1950 was ina
.sO\,.lndcondi~ionand ther$ h~s been no~.p:rogress of the deteri0J:'ation.
In July 1952 ~careful survey was mac;1eof the Ulinoi:s
. proJ~ct. (6.8) This survey included the visiblecollditionof
the pavement , the crack frequency at theen~s., quarter points
, .
and cOnstruction joints.' The results of this survey are as
follows:
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l) Presence of oil smudges indi~ated a pavement dip
of on~ inch spanned over 75 fee.t. The changes in elevation
were so gradual that it had no. visible effect on spacing or
width.of cracks. High speed driving produced only slight
sensations of changes. of 1ev~1. The settlementwa~ believed
to be caused by consolidation sett1em~nt ·of a mode.rate fill.
2) The crack spacing was measured in the slabs
exc1udiq.gthe end 300 feet of each section.
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TABLE 10
CRACKSPACING-ILLINOIS..,1952
Spacing' (ft.)
Location %.Stee1 ,Maximum Minimum Average
i
a) 7-inch pavem~nt
West; 300-400 ft. 0.3 9 4 4.6
W~st800-900 ft. 0.3 15 7 8.5
. Center 200 ft. 0.3 15 11 12.5
East 800-900 ft. 0.3 14 7 7.7
East 300-400 ft. 0.3 14 6 8.3
(
West 300':;400 ft. 0.5 6 3 4.8
West SOO-900 ft. 0.5 14 5 8.3
Center 200 ft. 0.5 11 3 7.1
East 800-900 ft. 0.5 11 4 7.1
East 3QO-400 ft. 0.5 8 2
..
4.8
West 300-400 ft. 0.7 10 4 5.9
West 800-900 ft. 0.7 9 4 5.3
Center 200 ft. 0.7 9 3 5.9
East 800-900 ft. 0.7 12 3 5.9
East 300-400 ft. 0.7 6 2 4.0
W.est 390-400 ft. 1.0 10 3 5.3
West 800-"900 ft. 1.0 7 3 4.2
Center 200 ft. 1.0 8 2 .4.7-
East 800-900 ft. 1.'0 9 2 5.3
East 300-400· fL: 1.0 9 3 4.5
b) 8-inch pavement
West 300-400 ft. 0.3 12 4 8.3
1ilest 800-900 ft. 0.3 15 8 14.3
C:enter 200 ft. 0.3 14 9 12.5
Eas t 800 -900 ft. 0.3 14 6 9.1
East 300-400 ft. 0~3 12 2 6.3
West 300-400 ft. 0.5 14 3 5.5
West 800-900 ft. 0.5 14 3 7.7
Center 200 ft. 0.5 14 3 8.3
East 800-900 ft. 0.5 10 3 6.7
East 300-400 ft. 0.5 8 3 4.5
West 300-400 ft. 0.7 ~8 3 5.5
W~st 800-900 ft. 0.7 10 3 5.9
.Center 200 ft. 0.7 8 2 .6.3
East -SOO-900 ft. 0.7 14 3 7.1
East 300-400 ft. 0.7 9 '2 5.5
West 300-400 ft. 1.0 10 4 5.0
. West 800-900 ft. 1.0, 12 3 7.7
.Center 200 ft. 1.0 10 4 6.6
East 800-900 ft. 1.0 10 3 6.2
East 300-400 ft~ 1.0 ~O 2 5.9
3) The crack spacing ,decreased with increasi.ng steel
percentage in a reasonably similar pattern in each section.
Thewides.t spacing is at the section ends • The closest spacing
is at 300 to 400 feet from the ends, and the spacing again
widens in the following 500 feet. The remaining 2,000 feet
of center has uniform spacing.
4) The transverse crack orientation varied from
straight and continuous across the pavement, to straight and
discontinuous at the longitudinal crack to sloping or
cu.rving cracks.
5) In the heavier reinforced sections there was a
slight grouping tendency where two to fourtransvers'e cracks
were spaced 2 to 2.5 feet apart and the group was spaced 9 to
12 feet.
6) The width of transverse cracks decreased with an
increase in percentage of steel. There·...was evidence that for'.,'
the same amount of reinforcement the crack width in the 7-
inch pavement was slightly wider than in .the 8~inch pavement.
7) 60% of the expansion joints showed indications
of pumping.
8) Eleven of 27 construction joints showed indications
of pumping. These joints also indicated faulting between
1/8 inch and 3/8 inch.
.,
The Illinois pavement ,was reexamined in October 1952
to ascertain a comparisonbe'tween sununer and f.all conditions.
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Even in the cool early morning no crack was observed with more
than 1/64th .of an .inch of surface width•. All performa,nce
conditions were as observed the previous summer~
The condi~ions found in the examination after five
years seem to justify the followingconclusioIll'l.
1) After 5 years of service under heavy .traffic
ona critical soil .and-no specialsubgrade preparation, all
sections we.re ,sourid.
2) There was no visible departure from the original
grade line, and at all speeds the driving conditions we:re
'exceilent .with .no bumps or other .effects trom the transverse
cracks.
3) None of the approximately 4300 cracks show.¢.d
evidence of structural unsoundness caused by raveling, spalling,
faulting, or pumping.
4) Although slight distress was noted at the expansion
joints; and the daily construction joint~ no _distress was
found at the transverse cracks which were held tight by the
longitudinal reinforcement~
5) There w9s no .evidence that the longitudinal steel
has exce'eded its elastic limit. There was eveJ~y \reason~to
believe that sections with 0.5% or .more of steelW()J.dd
contin'\Je to maintain the structural integrity of the trans-
verse cracks.
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6) Ex:pansion Joints are dangerous and unwarx:anted.
It is desired that special care orimp.ro:ved design and treat-
ment6f efCpansion joints be developed~
7) Extensive longitudinal cracking has occurred even
.though thesecra.ck~ are uniformly sound and are not i~any
stage of deterioration, even at intersections with transverse
cra.cks ..Since longitudinal cracking is inevitable f(~r wide
slabs, the omission of a formed longitudinal joint is not
warranted.
The report ofa 10 year survey will be presented at
the January 1958 meeting of the Highway Research Board. It
was fo.und in the survey that construction' Joints in the 0.3%
tind 0.5%sectipns had failed ,and that longitudinal steel
failures had occurred in the 0.3% .section at some of the
transverse cracks.
4.. RESEARCH IN NEW JERSEY
A continuously reinforced experimental payementwas
constructed in New Jersey in Septbmber and October 1947. These
sections were constructed on a highway whichwa.s heavily traveled
by large trucks. The highway was a dual lane (["oad of two
12 foot lanes wi.thout tie bars. This feature was a departure
from other experiments in Indiana, Illinois, and California.
Thesubgrade .soil that had as its largest size component the
3/8 inch size and between 18 and 51% passing the number 200
sieve. The plasticity index of the subgrade was in no ca.se
greater than twelve. The subgrade wasuni£ormly in cut with
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an average o:f 2 fee.t ofexcavation.~an.dwas p:~e:o.a:ted by use.
ofa pil.§lJJlla,tir::;;;tire.d lE!oller. and a. 3-wheel 10-ton roUer. The
highway rest.e.d on..8. f~ee.d:r8.ining granula.r .base cou!:se, the
thickness of which varied from 12 inches under the lO-inch
pavement to 14 inchesundew the 8-inch pavement. The 8-
inch pavement contained 0.90% of longitudinal steel and was
5,430 feet long. The LO-inch pavement was 5,130 feet long
and contained 0.72% of longitudinal steel. "The longitudinal
ate'e1 consisted of welded w:ii.re fabric, fabricated into .mats
16.25 feet long, .and 6 fe'et wide. The 3/8" longitudinal cold
drawn wires were spaced 3 inches on center, while the No. 5
transverse wire" were spaced 12.2 inches ,apart •. The ultimate
tensile strength of the wire was 84,600 psi. The reinforce-
mentwas placed in two layers by t.he strike-off method, the
layers bei.ng 3 i.nches from the top ,and.3 inche's from the
bottom of the pavement respectively. The concrete had a
28 day compressives,t'rength .of 5042 psi and a 5 week ten.sile
strength of 300 psi. The ,ends of the experim-en'ta:lpavement
were formed by a 3/4" doweled expans.ion joint. The ,daily
construction joints were formed with steel:ronning continuously
through the joint ~aminimum o:f 6 feet. Th:epayementwas
(~U'red with 'membrane curing compound.
The res'earch conducted ori thes'e p'avements, was for
the f,ol~owing specific purPose. (6.14)
1) Todetennine if the reinf6rcementwas capable of
preventbtrg theopenin:g of tr~n.sverse cracks .to non-obj ection-
ablew:i..dths.
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2) To dete:nni.n.e the magnitude ofth'e daily, seasonal
and annual changes in the over-all pavement len.gth.
3) To determine 1.£ a central zone in ,the pavement
remains at a cons,tant length.
In order: to accomplish the above purposes the
following instrumentation was installed.
1) To determi,ne the width of cracks with the central
portions of the pavement, brass gauge plugs were installed in
the pavement 10 inches apart in various locations. As many
as 6- cOIise~utive plugs were installed along the longitudinal
lines on the pavement. Initial readings'were taken as soon
as the concrete had hardened.
2) Concrete reference monuments were installed along
sides of the pavement to determine the magnitude of longitudinal
movement of the pavement. These monuments werel0,cated.'on
either side of the pavement es,tablishing a series of transverse
lines across. the pavement.
3) Spe.cialplugs were ins.talled in the pavement both
longitudinally and transversely and in series tode.termine the
changes in length that occur in specific areas. These plugs
were spaced. 20 inches apart and were mea'suredto an accuracy
of 0.0001 inches.
4) Gauge plugs were installed at all transverse
joints in the pave~nto
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5) Permanent temperature wells .werespaced It>>ngitudinally
throughout the pavement.
6) In particular areas, pavement levels ,were taken
at 5 fodt:intervals along both edges of the pavement lanes.
The ~evel measurememts were t~ento the nearest estimated
0.001 feet.
A $upplementaryexperi1llent was p:erformed in New
Jers'ey, consisting of a series of' slabs 187 feet long. Thes~
slabs h~d a~ditional reinforcing in the central portions
and .were gauged with plugs in, various portions of the slab.
The reinforcement for this section consisted of 'a single
line of welded wire fabric of No. 00 gage wires 6 inches on
cent;ers for the end 34 feet •. The steel in the central 119
feet·consistedof a single line of steel of the sanie type as
in the continuously reinforced section,resulting ina
percentage of 0~36%.
The following early developments were iepbrted:
1) The concretepour'ed early in the morning ,achieved
a temperature 10 to 20 degrees higher than that placed in the
afternoon, with the greatest.differential occuring .onwarm
sunny days •. Consequently, transverse cracking occurred first
in the sections poured early in the ,day andthese~ections had
the closest crack spacing. The temperature of the afternoon
placed concrete remainedconst.ant overnight and thus the end
of the pavement was in the as consttuctedconditiononthe
second morning.
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2),Asurvey in early November 1947 when ,the slab
temp'erature was approximately 480 F indicated that the ends
of the 10-inch,slab had contracted between ,0.29 ,a'Q.d 0~,40
inches with, the greate'st movement occurring at the end of
lanes constructed during the ,}Vannest weather. 'The
contrac.tion 200 feet from the ends averaged 0 .10 inches and
no movement had occurred 500 feet from the 'ends. The
. 8-inchsection had contractedO.22t9 0.28 inches' at the
ends. Practically no movement had occurred 200 feet from
the ends.
3) In the 10-incK~ection in November 1947 the
average crackwiq.tt;l was 0.01 inches. This was in an: ,~.'",.,'
area where the pavement temperatuI'e reached 1O?0 F within 12
hours after construction. The crack width in the 8-inch
section averaged 0.008 inches with a maximum of 0.013 inches.
i
4!) In Nove~ber 1947 the construction Joints in the
10-inch::section were open ,an average of 0.01 inches "wl,tha.::; ,
18axi1Il.J:1,m of 0.03 i.nches .::ri:lP, the,·,8:',inch :s:et'ti)6n :i.uhe.::cQl1S [r,uc tion
: .:!.::..,:- .:,..... ":-;).~' ..
jo..imts ::.w.ei:.e :.:opetl.ou.l1i:f.1:.verage.Q·f ".0 j005 ,},ncttes \iW:i:th:~: O. 0Q!9 inc h
.5) In early November 1947 the crack intervatwas
very erratic r.anging from approximately 1 po: 58 feet. The
hi~he'st crack frequency was in the sections constructed early
inthe.morning. In', the'searea's there were :'.lengths 200 to
300 feet in which the crack interval averaged 3 to 4 feet.
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6) The.r.~were n.o cracks in the 187 fo'ot. slabs ~ The
joints betwe.e.n these slabs ha.d opened from 0 •3 to O. 6 inches.
·.A comple:tesu7f:vey of the New Jl;.rse.y continuously
reinforced pa.vement p:roject was ma.de in. October 1950, rep.resenting
3 yea.rs of service'. The followiI1g observations we,:re
report:ed. (6.15)
1) The 1950 traffic on this highway consisted in.
part of a daily volume of 1,. 750 t·.ractor-semitrailer units with
.alegal gross weight ·0£ 30~000 pounds and a single axle lo'ad
exceeding 30 ,000 pounds~ dep'ending on tire size.
2) The longitudinal movements of the pavement indicated
tl1,at for the8-inch p.avenient the. maxintum end movement WaS a
con.traction of 0.38" whichtooit place.i.n ,JariJ.:I.ary 195.0 on
a day of .410 F •.tempera:ture. The minimu~ moveme.ntwas 0 .04"
of contraction measured on October 1950 when .the temperature
was 73 0 F. In gene.ral, the movement 200 feet fJeomthe en:ds
was between 1/2 andi/IO of the e.nd moveme:.nt. The total
maximummovemento£th~:central portion (excludlng end 200
feet) was 0.12" inon¢ instance, but the gen:e.ral trend of data
indicated this moveme.nt to be be twee.n O. 02a.nd 0.07 inches.
The movements appea-red to be sea.sonally reversi.bl:e. 'Thet.rends
for the 10-inch paveme,n.tmove.m.e.ntwexe similar in all but on.e
respe.ct.Thisre.spectwas that the magnitude of the end
moveme.ntwas greater having a maximuroof l.O inches in
January 1.948 when the. tempe.rature. was 350 F. Thus, the total
change in le.ngtho£ the pavementmeas.ured in.Oc.tobe.r 1948
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was...; 1. 23 inches for the· 8 -inch pavement and 1. 82 in.ches in
th~ lO-inch pavement. There was somediffe1Cence in the time
of readings for both secti.ons, and the .end j oint measurements
indicate that the change of length of all s'e'c,tions was
essentially the same,andwas approxti.mately 2 inches.
3) Ingene:rc.al, the end joints had undergone an
increase inwidth.l'his increa'se varied betwe'en 1/4 and
3/4 of an ,inch. This change in width was nota change in
length of the test slab, but from movements of the adjacent
56 foot slabs. The causes are believed to be the infiltration
,of foreign, matter in the joints.
4) The.ends/of all the conttnuous slabs showed
anappre'ciableuncrackeddis tance. The .end encrackeddistance
of the 8-inch pavement varied from 64 feet on one end to 114
fe'eton the other.end. The uncracked distance for the 10-
inch pavement varied from 161 to 177 feet.
5) The centr.al portions of all secdo.rtscontain ,a
very large number of transverse cracks, that be:ganwithina:
matte'rof days after construction. The cracks are extremely
erratic andfQllmvno particular pattern. ,Some c:racks extend
across the full l.andwidth,while others originate' at the edge
and then terminate in. the middle of the lane. Still others
originat.e: at the edge and then branch into two cr~cks which
mayor mayn,ot extend the full lane .width. A fourth type
originate and termin'ate within a lane and do not extend to
either edge. ,For these're'asons ~twas notde'emed possible to
.-establish a true crack interval and crack width.
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6) The findings in this report established a crack
interval whichwa'san average interval with th'e difficulties
full y kep t in. ,mind.
TABLE 11
AVERAGE CRACK INTERVAL IN CENTRAL .PORTIONOF. SLAB-NEW JERSEY-1950
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Crack Interval (ft.)
8" Pavement 10" Pavement
Date Inside Lane Outside Lane> .' 'Inside Lane: .::,Outside Lane
Nov. 1947 7.7 6.6 10.7 6.2
Oct. 1950 3.9 3.5 6.2 4.0
7) The total number of crac,ks has almost doubled in
3 years of ·service.
8) The crack interval in the .outside heavily traveled
lanes is smaller than the lightly traveled inside lanes.
9) The crack spacing is great~r in the thicker pavement.
10) The cracks in.. the central portions of the slab
are notliniformly spaced ranging from 6 to 20 feet •. There are,
however, only .six locations in the central section of the pave.,.
ment in which the crack interval exceeds 12 feet.
11) Most of the cr.a,cks are variable in .width.
12) The maximum ,measured crack width inth'e 8-inch
pavement was 0.013 inche's in .the inside' lane and 0.019 inches in
the outside lane. Under. the same conditions the .average crack
width was 0.011 and 0.015 inches resp'ectively.The temp'erature
differential was ,400 F.
13) The·maxitmlmmeasuredcrackwidth in the 10-
inch ~aB:hde lane was O. 024 inche's fora 500 Ftemperature
change. The corr.esponding average crack interval was 0.014
.inches •
14) The maxiniummeasured crack width in the lO..inch
outside lanes was 0.030 inches for a 790 .F temperature change.
The corresponding ave'rage crack' interval was O. 021.
15) Th'e crack width has iri'Creasedwithageand service.
In g.enera1 the crack width has remained practically constant
between January and October, 1950.
TABLE 12
CRACK WIDTH .INCENTRALPORTIONS OF SLAB-NEW JERSEY-1950
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Date T!!IIlP.
Crack Width (in.)
Max • Average
a) 8" Pavement-Inside Lane
Oct•.. 15, 1947 70 a a
Nov. 14, 1947 51 0.010 0.008
Feb. 24, 1948 45 0.008 0.007
.Jan. 19, 1950 35 0.012 0.010
Jan.• 20, 1950 30 0.013 0.011
Feb. 27, 1950 36 0.013 0.011
Oct. 3, .~'1950 84 0.012 0.010
Nov. 6, 1950 75· 0.011 0.010
b) 8" Pavement-Outside Lane
Oct. 7, ;.1947 75 0 a
Nov. 14, 1947 51 0.011 0.010
Feb. 24, 1948 45 0.010 0.008
Jan, 19, 1950 35 0.018 0.014
CRACK WIDTH ,IN ,CENTRAL PpRTIONS :OF SLAB-NEW JERSEX-195O (cont.)
Crack Width (in. )
Date Te!OP. Ma'K • Average
Oct. 4, 1950 69 0.018 0.014
Nov. 14, 1950 56 0.019 0.014
Nov. 30, 1950 44 0.019 0.015
c) 10" Pavement-Inside Lane
Sept! 26, 1947 76 o. 0
Noy. 13~ 1947 52 0.012 0.008
Jan •. 15, 1948 30 0.01.6 0.012
Feb. 10, 1948 26, Q.022 0.011
Feb. 24, 1948 46 O.~ll 0.006
Jar!.• 20, 1950 30 0.024 0.014
Oct. 3, 1950 80 0.016 0.011
Dec", 1, 1950 45 0.023 0.013
d) 10" Pavement-Outside Lane
Sept. 11, 1947 105 0 0
Nov. 13, 1947 52 0.021{) 0.• 015
Feb. 10, 1,948 26 0.028 0.016
Feb. 24, 1948 46 0.019 0.012
Jan. 19, 1950 36 0.029· 0.020
Feb. 27, 1950 31 0.030 0.021
Oct. 3, 1950 80 0.026 0.01~
Oct. 18, 1950 70 0.025 0.016
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16) A comparison wa.s made of the cra.cked and unc:r,acked portions
of the slab. On July 31, 1950 at atemperatulre of 950 F. the average
lO-in,chgage length had irrC1Ceased 0.0051 inches in. the cracked
section, while the same gage length had decreased 0.0028 inches in
the uncrackedsection.Asimilarmeasurement was made on Dec. 1,
1950 with a slab temperature at .460 F..At this time the 10-inch
gage length had increased 0.0013 inches in. thec.racked section, and
.decreased 0.0011 inches in the uncracked section. Based on these
measuTements it was .determined that adding the change in gage length,
an average measure incr.ease in crack width of 0.0013 inches is
actl;lally an increase in 0.0024 inches.
17) There was no apparent failure of the reinforcement
·at any of the cracks.
18) The lapping of reinforcement has had no apparent
effec;t on the location and/or crack width.
19) In general, there is no major deterioration at the
·":;'facks...
20) Minorspalling has occurred in the heavily traveled
outside lane.
21) Many of the cracks divide into two cracks and form
a small cracked island. It is feared that these islands will
shatter.and dislodge causing the necessity of patching maintenance.
22) There.is.no pumping at the cracks, .althoughwater
has been observed to rise from the transverse cracks following a
rain.
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I23) There has been minor spalling .at the construction
joints.
24) There has been no apparent faulting of construction
join~s.
25) The maximum construction. joint opening is ,b:'041 inches.
26) Serious cracking has occurred on the new side of the
construction joints for a distance of 6 to 10 feet.
27) A failure occurred at a section in the outside lane
of the lO-:inch section, approximately 1425 ~eet from one end. This
failure started with b,eavy cracking.which became serious in the
_ sEriro.8t0f 1949. By September, 1949, the failure had advanced to a
point where the upper 3 inches of concrete had become shattered and
had broken loose. This ,Was cold patched. By December, 1950, the
fr.ulty area incre.ased in size to 8 feet s.quare and the concrete
underlying the patch appeared to be shattered into squares of 2 feet
or less. Thisare~shows pumping of the base course fines and
large deflections under traffic.
28) Changes in .pavement e1evatio+Ihave .been limited to
less than 1/4 inch for the mos t part. A few localized areas have
shmm settlements of 5/8 inch over a 50 foot area.
•Based on the ab()ve obs'ervations , ce.rtq.in. inte.)rpretaticms
.and conclusions wer.edrawn by .the author of the report. These
interpretations .andconclusions are as f~llows:
1) For a 500 foot slab the central 3500 feet is of
constant length .at all times.
2) The overall length changes a-r.-emttch less than for ~
uncracked free slab. Based on. the New Jersey 100 foot slabs the
e.xtrapolated length change would be 26 inches which is far more than
ac.tually occurred.
3) Excluding tensile stresses due to shrinkage, the
tensile stresses in the .central portion of the slab is primarily
a :function of the tempexature differential between: as .const1nlcted
temperature and the temperature in question.
4) The err,atic behavioorobserved may be partially
explained by the differences in the construction temperature.
5) In the 3 years of service under consideration, only
.pI1e~wintermay be described as severe with a minimum recorded pave-
ment temperatur.e of 250 F. The other two winters had pavement
temperatures averaging well over 320 .F •
6) Th,esevere cracking .on the new side of the construction
joints is dtieto the oldeJ; s.tronger concrete pulling the weaker,
newer concrete apart.
7) Theobs'erved pavement failure was probably(due to
concrete of inferior quali.ty.
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8) Theridi.ng qualiti.es, with the e.x.cept.i.onofa. few
"dips" appears excellent.
9) Thee.rack openings appear in many cases to be
excessive a.nd indications that: the pavementwi.ll n.ot have long
term serviceability.
10) The crack ravelling :i.nt.he outside lanes is excessive.
11) The crackpatteJCn: is such as to encollrage ravelling.
12) !hellse of extended steel in forming .80 construction
joint is questioned in view of the serious cracking on the new side.
1.3) The failuJCe of a section iudic,ates that. the lack of
quali.ty conc:rete is likely to ha.ve serious consequences.
1·4) .,1'he,::,ondition. of the outside lanes, tend to indicate
that under the heavy volume ·of truck traffic that exi.sts, the
pavement is notcapa.b1e of satisfactorily ca.:rrying the load ona
long .term basis.
15) The more heavily reinforced 8-inchsectionappears
to be in better condLtiontha.{'l the. la-inch section with lighter
reinforcement.
16) Cold weather appears to be the factor which .is
pn~dominat:e in destroying a continuously re.inforced pavement.
17) It is questioned whether. aconti.nuous1y reinforced
pavement ha.s structural strengthequivilant to a conventional-
pavement. Under the same condition.s in Ne\jTJersey convetl.tional
pavements have performed .excellently withsimila:r riding qualities.
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The pa.veme.ntwas re.suxve·Yed d.n .Jun.e 1.952; at:whi.ch time
c!:";B.ck spacing and the condition of the pavement was noted. (6.8)
TABLE 13
CRACK INTERVAL AS OF JUNE 1952-NEW JERSEY
Crack Interval (ft.)
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60
6-15 12.5
5-15 803
3-9 6.0
3-9 6.1
4-10 6.1
5-:-9 7.-5
90
32
6-9 6.5
3-8 3.9
3 ..7 3.5
3-7 4.0
3-8 4.0t
5-9 6:0',
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Distance from Outside Lane
End (ft.) Range Average
a) 8-inch .Paveme.nt
0 ,. 30
150 5-7 5.5
300 2-7 2.5
Quarter pt. 2-6 3.0
Center 2-7 3.0
.Quarter pte 2-6 3 .. 0
300 3-6 3.5
(: 105
b) lO-inchPavement
0 60
200 3-12 10.0
400 . 3-8 505
Quarter pt. 1-6 4.5
Center 1-6 4.8
Quarter pta 2-7 5.0
300 4-7 5.5
0 90
Inside
Range
La.ne
Average
The 1952 servey was summa.:dzedas follows:
1) After 5 years of concentrated tra.fficwith the
ex::;eption .of three small localized area's of disintegration the're
:i,.s no evidence of more than nominal crack ,deterioration :i,.I! the
tire trac;kso
2) Amo'derate number of cracks appear wider than
previou's resea.rch pavements indicated.
3) All cracks a:ppear structurallysoul1d an.d are closely
spaced thus min.imizing future tempel.:ature st!"esse-s or .movement.
I
4) The;!:"e is no visible elevation change 'and at al~.spe'eds
the riding is agreeably smooth.
5. RESEARCH. IN .CALIFORNIA
In May and June 1949 a section o~ continuously reinforc'ed
concrete pavement was constructed in California•. The highway used
was one in .which al']: type's of traffic acru'edanaverage daily
t,raffic of 12,000 vehicles of all types •
. The project consisted of a four lane, divided highway with
tHO P foot lan'es8 inches thick tied together by 5/8 inch diameter
ti.e bolts 30 inches long spaced 30 inches on centers •. The pavement
l"il'l:eS were joined by a .tongu'e, and groove Joint, and tie bars.
The subgrade conditions were an adobe of va.riable
composition. The liquid limit varied betwe'en.36 c:md 43 and the
plasticity index ranged between 16 and 23 •. TheCBR varied between
2 and~O with L 7 to 10.8 per cent swelL The base course
consisted of a lO.,.inch layer of gray volcanic ash (tUff) .. The
tuff had an .average' optimUm dry density of 65 p'cf at 25 to 30%
moisture conte:ntanda CBR ranging from ISOto 200. In order
to attach the base course to the 'subgrade the top 4 inches of
subgrade was treated with 3.5% of cement to prevent washing,
.shifting, pumping, and step-offs.
The structural properties of theconc,rete are presented
in Table 14.
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TABLE 14
STRUCTURAL PROPERTIES OF CONGRETE-CALIFORNIAPROJECT
-
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,.~
3 days
10 days
28 days
1 year
1/2 .day
1 day
2_ days
3: days.
10 days
28 days
Traffic. Lane
.a) Compressive Tests
2,180
3,367
4,397
6,105
b) Tension Tests
1.05
136
184
215
295
327
Pa.s sing Lan'e
1,525
2,835
4,138
5,135
41
72
123
155
255
284
.'
The test section: was one mile long, 'and joined the
st.andard pavement by means of4-inchunrest.rainedexpa.nsion
joints.
The longitu'dinal reinforcements consisted of two
types. The first typ'e was a billet steel bar with an average
elastic limit of 54,090 psi and an averctge ultimate strength of
84,120 psi. 1/2 mile of pavement was reinforced ,with #4 bars
of thi13 type spaced 4 inches on centers resulting in 0.62%
of steeL The' second type of steel had an average elastic
li"1it of 71,935 psi, and an ultimate strength of 121,250 psi.
This type was laid for 1/2 mile and consis,ted of .1/4 bars spaced
5 inches on cen.ter, providing 0.5% of steel. All bars had the
old type of deforr$t.ions. The steel was placed in 30 foot lengths
at pc9;vement mid-depth. The splices were stagge'red and lapped
40 diameters (20 inches). The longitudinal ste'el was continuously
carried through the construction jOiLtS and through the transition
between the sections of differing r:e:i.lforcements. ,One cons'truction
joint was continuou's across both lanes and one joint crossed the
outside l~ne only, making 3 joi.nts ac:coss the 12 foot lanes in the
test section~
The pavement was cured by a light graypigme.nted ,solution
using speci.fications similar to thoc:<::: used by the Bureau of
Reclamation.
The paving was started OIl Hay 23, 1949 and finished on
June 8, 1949. The temp'era:ture variecl betwe'en83 and 1000 F.
Th'e test instrumentation via:; installed as follows:
1) Longitudinal movements of the pavement were recorded
by mealtS of reference plugs set in tb2 pavement at the ends;
100,200,300,400, 600 and 800 feet f:rom the' ends and 100 feet on
either side of the center. ,These plu:ss were placed on both
pavements. The' control points werewds driven ,2 feet into the
subgrade housed ina ste'ei box. Mea,JUrements were made with
calipers a.nd microm'eters.to an accuracy of 0.01 inches.
2) Brass plugs were instal.Ledoneither side of the
expansion joint and across several pc2rformed cI:acks, with
the intention of measuring their opecdng. Measurements were
madewith a micrometer to an accuracy of 0.002 inches •.
3) SR-4 gages were insta1~e,don selected reinforcing.
bars at two locations in each sectioT.: in each lane, making a:
total of 8 groups. The gages were attached to the bars after
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the loose scale ai::lddeformations had been removed. Once the
active gages were attached to the bar,. the gage was calibrated
by stressin,~ the bar by i.ncrements to justb'elow tll~ yield
point. This procedure wa.s followed for all gaged bars. Three
types of strain gage Panels were installed. .The first consisted
ofa system of 24 gages i.n both lanes placed in pairs on. 12 bars
at a formed weakened plane joi~t. In addition 5 lines of 6 gages
apiece were placed 30 inches apart away from the j oint one gage p'er
bar also sprea.dacross both lanes. The s'econd .type of panel
consisted of five weakened plane joints spaced 5 feet apart.
The center jointwa.s gaged with 44 gages placed in pairs on
12 .bars while t.wo other joints on one side of the center were
each gaged with 6 gages, 'one p'er bar. Halfway .. (between .the
gaged joints 6 SR-4 gages were attached to the steel, one p'er
bar. The third typ'e Pf panel had a single preformed crack with ten
gages placed in pairs on 5 biir's and two line's of gages away from
the crack at 5 feet and 10 feet, each ha:ving6 gages, one per bar •
. 4) Iron.constantan thermocouples were installed, ,one
inl:h up from the bottom of the pavement, on .the reinforcing
steel at the centero·f the' pavement and one' inch down from the
top of the slab. These gages were installed in various locati;ons
iTl .each test panel.
5) Inadpition to the above, a crack survey, roughness
measurement ands con,dition survey were periodically performed
()n .the pavement.
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A survey and report after 1 1/2 ye:a+s of se'rvice reported
the following observations. (6.12)
1) During the first 6 months with a low temp'erature of
420 F. the maximum longitudinal movement varied betwe:en 0.22
arid 0.29 inches of contraction at the ends of the slab. At the
end of one year the paventent had 1engthenedona: high of 1010 F.
with a maximum end movement ranging from 0.35 to 0.39 inches.
The movement decre.asedwithin 250 fe'et of each ,end to a maximum of
0.03 inches thatpreyailed throughout the center portion without
~espect ,to season or typ'e of re'inforcements.
2) At an 'early age prior to the formation of the.
majority of the interme'diate shrinkage cracks the maximum measured
opening occurred at the interior cons,truction joint and was 0.04
inches. The maxi;numopening of the preformed ,crack at the
,-
SaIlle age was 0.017 inche's. The crack widths of all of thee.arly
formed cracks decreased with further interme'diate, cracking even
with a 400 drop on temperature.
3) The average readings taken by uS'e of the 8R-4 gage
is presented in Table 15.
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. TABLE 15
AVERAGE STEEL ,STRESS-cALIFORNIA PROJECT
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(months)
Age
Temp.
of
a) 0.62% Section
Stress (psi)
At C~ack Between Crack
o
1
~
3
6
7
13
o
1
2
3
6
7
13
96
66
72
100
40
35
101
b) 0.5% Section'
100
67
72
78
42
38
101
o
30,000
31,000
10,000
50,000
51,000
44,000
o
28,000
38,000
31,000
82,000
83,000
80,000
o
A,OOO
4,000
5,000
21,000
19,000
35,000
o
4,000
5,000
32,000
45,000
46,000
60,000
The readings taken at 13 months were very high a:nd deemed
to be: unreasonable as th'e calculated stress bas;e:d on
calibrations below the elastic limit was fr'equ'ent1y much above
the ultimate: strength .of the ba'rs. At ages Ie'ss than 3 months
the readings of pairs of SR...4 gages opposite each other ona
sit'l:gle bar were inagre'ement within 10%. By 6 months of age
the'se pairs varied by as much as 100%. Coupling this fact
with the .drop in insulation resistance of the gage, it was
st~ted that gage re'a:din:gs after 3 months wer'e' unreliable
and i1'\dicated stresses fal:' in excess of the actu'al.
4) By theerrdo.£ one year, the anticipated numerous
shrinkage cracks haddeye10ped an:d except for 140 feet at each
end the average cra:ck interval was 4.5 feet. Fifteen: feet On
the new side of the construction join,ts showeda:IIllJch closer
crack spacing. .Differences in the crack ~pacing for
different steel .-percentages wa:s minor and 'varied from.4 feet,
200 to 500 feet .from the end to 4.7 feet in the central portion.
There was a slight incre.a'se in spacing of cracks in the 400 feet
interval where the two sections join~. The average crack
interval stabilized gt the end of seven days and was practically
constant fro~ that time until the end of one year. At the end
of one year the greatest average crack interval was i.n the
pa:s~in~ lane of the 0.5% section this being 5.5 fe'et.The
traffic lane of the 0.62% section .had an' interval of .4.2 fe'et
while the interval in the passing lane was 4. 5 fe'et.
5) Roughness measurements taken .wi'tha proHlographat
the age of on'e year indicated that the roughness of the
continuous pavenient was 1./4 the roughness of the adjacent
conventional pavement.
Ba'sed on the above observed results, the reporter drew
certain conclusions which are:
1) The cracks which. have a high .incidence are not at
the end of one year very wide. However,a few cracks haVe
developed objectionable characteristics and it was feare'd that
others would follow.
2) It was recommended that the continuity of the
reinforcement be broken .at inte~als of 100 to 200 feet to
avoid numerous shrinkage cracks.
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3) The effect of the time ofdayarrd/o~ ~rde~ of
con'structionwasapp'arent from the crack deVelopment at
construction joints:. ,Even tho~ghthe reinforcing steel is carried
through the joint continu'oU's ly, the crack incidence is much
less at the end of a days p'our, just before reaching the
joint, than during the first hour of the:succe'eding day when the
incidence is somewhat greater than the average.
4) Up to 1 1/2 yea.rs the crack incidence wa.s not
materially a,ffecte'd by difference in the ste"el perce'ntage.
5) Up to 1 liZ years the cra.ckdeveloplIlent was not
appreciably affect'ed ,by differences in ,concrete ,strength.
A c~etailed field survey was made of theCa1i£mmia'
fl""vement in July, 1952, .afterthree years of con'centrated heavy
traffic. The ,reported findings of this survey are a's
folli~s (6.8) :
1) The're vras no visible change in pavement elevation.
2) Nohe of th;eapproxitnate1y 1200 cracks in the mile
long pavement showed any sign of distress or progressive
deterioration other than nonnalslight edge wear in the wheel
tracks, in the ou'tertr'affic lane.
3) The're is no ~ign~ficant ,difference in crack spacing
or crack interval betwe'enthe 0.5 and 0.62% ·of steel.
4) The crack spacing is recorded in 'table 16.
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TABLE 16
CRACK.SPACING AFTER THREE YEARS-CALIfORNIA .PROJECT
Outside Lane (Spacing--ft. ) Inside Lane
Area Max. Min. Aver.·... Max. Min. ~.
a) 0.62% Steel
300' ..400' 10 1.5 3.6 10 1.5 3.7
from End
Center 7 1.5 4.0 8 2.5 4.4
Junction 8 2.0 4~4 8 3.0 5.0
b) 0.5% Steel
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( .
Jun~tion
Center
300'-400-
from End
8
10
7
1.5
1.5
1.5
4.8
5.3
4.3
7
12
9
4.0
3.0
4.0
5.9
7.1
4.3
5) The two construction joints across the 12 foot outside
heavily trav~led lanes . exhibit a crack incidenc'e of 14 to 18
inches in the first 20 fe'et of concrete laid the second .day.
6) 'There is no surface ev~dence of ~ransition in terms
of crack J?attern from one s'ection to another.
7) The outertl:affic lane in the 0.62% s'ection contains
. I
8% me;> xe cracks than the inner lane. The oU'ter lane, 0.5,% seet ion
.contain.s 16% more cracks than the inner ~ane.
The conclu,sionsdrawnfrom this survey areas follows:
1) The c~mtinuous reinforcement has resulted in .the
~nticipatedc10se1yspacedtransverse cracks which continue to be
held so tightly closed .as to present no structural importance.
2) Neither the highstren&th ste'e1Lat 0.5% or the
mi~derstee1 at 0.62% of reinforcement have given evidence' of
stresses exceeding the elastic limit.
3) The riding .surface is excellent and there is no
indication that any of the many tight cracks may become a
deterioration hazard.
6. TEXAS PAVEMENT
In 1951 a section of the Fort Worth Freeway was
constructed using continuously reinforced concrete. This highway
was unique in that it was not a researchp.roJect but was a preferred
means of construction.to serve heavy traffic with a minimum of
,
interruptiou' for.maintenance and repair ..' 'J;'h~con.structionoc·curred
over undulating surface' topography principally in cut which in
some cases was of con~iderable depth. Mod~rator fills were required
in some areas. The soil is a silty clay which has shown,'
susceptibili.ty topumpii:g the older pavements. The pavement res,ted
ort a compacted granular bas'ecourse.
The pavement was uniformly 8 inche's thick and was.
reinforced with .rail s,teel deforme,d4f:6 bars spaced 8 i,nches on
center, providing 0.7% of longitudinal reinforcing. The concrete
was designed fora 28-day compressive s,trength .on 5,000 psi.
The highway consisted of 2 twenty-fourfqot roadways
separated by a curbed median strip. Expansion joints were
p110vided in the slabs at approaches to structures. The result
was ::.f:Wl)" slabs 619 feet long and 15 additiohal slabs ran&ing from
l...9~1 to 8263 fe'et in length.
.\
Constr'\1ctionwascomple'ted inSeptemb:er 1951. The cO.nstruction
temp~rature ranged between 900 and 1000 F.
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In July 1952 a survey was made of the pavement after
approximately one year of service. The results of this survey
areas fo11ows:(6.8):
1) The first crack appears at some distance from the
expansion joint.
~) The crack interval decreases rapidly with distance from
the joints until at 200 to 300 feet, the spacing.ranges from 2
to. 21 feet and averages 4.5 feet. Thequ'arter point spacing ranged
3 to 12 fe'et and averaged 5 feet. The spacing ne'ar slab ends ranged
. from 3 to 11 feet and averaged 6 feet.
3)'l'pe crack ~;width was approxim~tely 0.007 inches.
4) There was very little edge wear or chippin~of
cracks and even. that which has occurred is inconsequential.
5)A11 examined .constru'ction joints were sound, tight and
exerted no influence on the spacing ,of adJa.'cent transverse cracks.
6) There were visible elevation changes.•
As aconse'quence of the 1952 survey t;:he following
conclusions were.drawn.
1) High strength reinforcement with good bond properties
will cause many closely spaced transverse cracks e'arly in the
pavement life.
2) Cr.a,cks are minute, have no stru'ctl,lral significance and
require no maintenance or attention.
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3) Daily and ,seasoual variations of moisture are of no
consequence to the' structuralstapi.1ityof the' pavement and the
cracks are no i.ndications of deterioration .
4) The continuously re'inforceds'ectionsa,re impressively
,s~ooth riding.
_7. SUMMARY
Based on the pXEwious re:search papers dated up to 1952
a complete summary of the significant. features of research in
continuously reinforced ,concrete pavements was made'. . The re'sults
of this study are(6.8):
1) Reinforced slabs longer than 600 feet will have a
c~ntral portion in which numerous fine, tightly closed transverse
cracks will appear during the curing period. This central portion
,will exclu'dethe end 150 to 250 fee,t of ,the pavement slab.
2) In the end po~tions of the slab, the first crack will
occur at somedist'ance from the end with rapidly decreasing
spacing betwe'ensubsequent cracks until a .somewhat uniform spacing
will occur around 250 feet from the ends.
3) The numbero£ ,cracks will increase due to temperature
ch~nge and poss.ible traffic until the spacil1g, ,will stabilize after
about five years. After five years new cracks will appear only
occasionally between the wider spaced cracks.
4) The percentage of longitUdinal reinforcement is a factor
of crack spacing in the' restrained portion. The spacing is closer
for the heavier percentage's. A sunnnary of crack spacing as of 1952 for
all projects is presented in Table 17.
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TABLE 17
CRACK SPACING
-
1952
Slab . Crack.Spa~infr·(ft4.) ..
Pro ject .% Reinf . Thickness (in) Min. Max. . Aver.
Indiana 1.82 9=7-9 (outer) 1.5 12.0 3.8
. Indiana 1.82 9-7-9 (inner) 2:0- 12.0 4.3
Indiana 1.02 9=7-9 (outer) 1.5 11.0 4.9
Indiana 1.02 9-7-9 (inner) .2.5 11.0 5.4
Illinois 1.00 8 2.0 18.0 ,7.8
Illinois 1.00 7 2.0 . 9.0 5.0
New Jersey 0.90 8 (outer) 2.0 7.0 2.9
New Jersey 0.90 8 (inner) . 3.0 8.0 3.7
New Jersey 0.72 10 (outer) 1.0 8.0 4.9
New Jersey 0.72 10 (inner) 3.0 15.0 6;1
.~
Illinois 0.70 8 2.0 20.0 6.8
Illinois 0.70 7 3.0 9.0 4.0
Texas 0.70 8 3.0 9.0 4.0
California 0.62 8 (outer) 1.5 11.0 4.0
California 0.62 8 (inner) 1.5 10.0 4.4
California 0·50 8 (outer) 1.5 10.0 4.6
California 0.50 8 (inner) 3.0 12.0 5.8
Uqnois 0.50 8 2.0 15.0 6.3
Illinois 0.50 7 3.0 15.0 7.3
Indiana 0.45 ,9 -7-9 (outer) 3.0 12.0 9.5
Indiana 0.45 9-7-9 (inner) .' 5.0 12.0 10.0
Illinois 0.30 8 4.0 15.0 11.4
Illinois 0.30 7 2.0 18.0 10.6
5) In p'averoe.nts longer than 600 feet the crq.ck spacing
'and crack width decrease irr .di.rect proportion to the increase in
total tensile stz:ength of stEel in the pavement cross-seetio,n.
Other physical factors beinge,qual, the gr'eaterthestre,ngth of
the ste'el the closer the transverse cracks and the tighter they
.are held. Different quantities of the g'ame grade or differing
grades in .the same quantity have alsoshoWIl, this effect.
6) All of the' thousands of tra.nsverseGracks examined
up to 1952wel:'e held tightly closed and structurally sound. Since
this survey it has be'enr.'eportedthatste'el failures for
lightly ,reinforce'dsections has occurred and the cracks have
0rened up.
7) In roost p.rojects the crack pattern is similar in
ter.ms of their character.istics such as width VB. loc:ation,
.behaviorunder seasonal and ,daily temperatu;rechanges, and
.behavior under traffic.
8) The transve:r:se expansion and constru'ction joints arE;
.a po.tential sourc'e ofwe'akness ~
Based onatho,roughstudy of all projects, a. group .cif
behavtor assumptions and reconnnendations' for application were
submitted.
1) Where sufficient reinforcin;g steel is provided the
cra.cks should be struc.turally s'ound and require no maintenance.
2) A thin compacted, free-draining granulal;' base cours'e
will give the pavement added support and control pumping.
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3) The critical constru'ction jointsitvation ,may be
reliev~d bya,d,ditional reinforcement viabond~ddowels at the
dail,.y construction joints.
4),Wi,thproper protection, of exposed longitudinal steel,
continuous reinforcement may be joinedeffectiyely insubsequeIlt
pavement at anY future date.
5) Fre'QU'ent transverse cracklfT:as close as 2 feet ,with
an ~ver,age of po,ssib~e40 to 48 inches will provide the most
stable crack width condition. A 6 foot crack spacing ,should produce
'amaXi1llQ.1Dcrackwidth, not exceeding O. 04 inches~ , Service ,conditions
have indicated this width is an upper bound ,due to the influence
ofreinforce~nt.
6) The research has favored the use of 0.5 to 0.7% of
longit~din'al ste'el inas·evetn· , or 8 inch unlformslabdependingon
subgrade and traffic conditions.
7) Where there is a cOtl\bination of fre'quent, heavy trucks
and silty clay subgrad¢.' with a possibility of subsurface water
accumulation, 3 inche'sof compacted free-draining granular base
c9urs'e under 8 itlch concre,te reinforced with 0.7% lOI1gitudinal
steel should assure soundcontint~,ou:s service and withstand repeated
loads inexce's's of current legal loads conunon ,in ,most states.
8)A fabricated longitudinal joint is recommended.
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9) Reconnnende'd t.r.8.nsVerse steel c.onsist.s of1f:4 bars
l:!paced 24 inche·s on cent.ers.
10) The highe.st s.trength connnercialgrade' of reinforcing
steel ~s preferable.
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"C. BIBLIOGRAPHY
The followirig bibliography contains a selected series of
references, designed to give the reader an ample,. if not complete,
background in the history, design, and construction of concrete pave-
mentt;. Many of the. earlier references are included ~olely forhistor-
ical reasons, while some of the o~hers are included for reasons of
ex~ellence ofselec;:.t;ed portions~ Those references particularly
cited are indicated in the previous text.
The Biblipg~aphy is generally broken up i~to six topics,
and. references are cited alphabetically within each .topic. At the
beg~nning of each .topical heading, .the material covered is listed
and cross-referenced to other topics.
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The subject matter covered incluqes histo:ry of ri.gid
pavements, wheel loads, road roughp.ess as well .as ite.ms covelt'ing
the ep.tire range of highway engineering.
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